Free-standing appliances
2009

The future moving in.

Welcome to a world of innovation.
Welcome to Siemens.
Siemens has been at innovation’s cutting edge for over 160 years.
In the big wide world it’s meant the development of technologies like ‘Hawk-Eye’,
a wickedly accurate tracking system that has revolutionised the umpiring of cricket
and tennis. In the home, it’s led to the creation of a non-stop production line of highly
advanced yet brilliantly simple products. Sometimes the two worlds meet.
The end game is a collection of kitchen appliances that can be mixed and matched
to suit your lifestyle. All of them offering the perfect balance between eye-catching
design and innovative technology. And all backed up by the Siemens excellent
after-sales service.
As you’ll discover as you take a look through this 2009 Free-standing brochure.
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Model shown WM16S79CGB

Washing machines
Introducing our brand new range
of fully co-ordinated appliances.
Good looking on their own and
fabulous together, they‘re not
for nothing!
labelled
For over 100 years, Siemens has been the leading innovator
in creating reliable, cleverly designed and quietly efficient
washing machines and washer dryers.
A combination of aesthetically pleasing design with
groundbreaking innovation, they truly take the humble chore
of washing clothes into a whole new dimension.
Everything about a Siemens laundry appliance is designed to
help you manage the range and complexity of modern textiles,
with even the smallest details examined and tweaked to give
you the ultimate in performance.
One of the major driving forces behind the creation of Siemens’
brand new range was to offer the customer the ability to
achieve seamless design co-ordination between appliances.
,
,
So the range comes in four distinct variants:
and
, that covers almost every kitchen appliance
we make. With all the pieces designed to combine effortlessly
with each other.
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The range

The range

Typical Siemens style and
build quality, offering
exceptional value.

Good-looking mid-range
appliances equipped with
an attractive selection of
smart features.

The range

The range

Oozing class and
refinement, these machines
unite first-class features
with top-class technology.

Radical design allied with
seriously innovative
technology is the basis of
these, our premium models.
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Model shown WM16S79CGB

All our laundry appliances offer superb
features and benefits.
They all use our unique Siemens digital sensing technology and totalTextile Management
system. Their LC display panels show the progress of the machine through the different
programme stages. They have large capacities and can be cold filled. Many also sport
hydroSafe leak protection and are sound engineered for an extremely quiet operation.

totalTextile Management
Today’s models incorporate a host of features to help you manage the range and complexity of modern textiles. We sum it up
as totalTextile Management. This means that our sophisticated sensors and programme options enable all washable textiles
to be washed, and dried, efficiently, effectively and safely from the very first rinse to the last second of drying.
Home laundry has never been so advanced.

Inverse logic

autoLoad

This function gives a faster wash regardless of the
programme selected. It is designed to fit with modern
living, where lightly soiled clothes are washed more often
at lower temperatures.

No half measures here – this sensor determines precisely
what load is being washed and adjusts the programme
accordingly. So there’s no need for a half load button, just
select your programme of choice and hit start.

The LC display panel
The LC display panel on the
WM16S79CGB, WM14S795GB,
WM16S795GB, and WM14S79BUK
models for instance, makes using
these appliances so simple. The
machines recommend the optimum
wash load and the segmented
display shows their progress
through the different programme
stages.

Reasons why you should buy a Siemens
washing machine.
If we changed all those old washing
machines, each one would save the
equivalent energy of leaving a light
bulb on day and night for 65 days,
and enough water to fill a 1 litre
kettle 11,143 times.

Saving Saving

Large drum capacity
The 55 litre drum of the 7kg
machines provide ample space
for everyday loads. Whilst the
increased drum technology
of the 8kg models now
1–8
provide a huge 65 litres of
space, perfect for caring for
Capacity
the larger wash load.

30% 44%
Large porthole door

Best selling
model in
1999 was
“C” rated using

Best selling
“A” rated
model in
2009 uses

Siemens
A - 20% rated
2009 model
uses

0.27 kWh

0.19 kWh

0.15 kWh

The large 30cm and 32cm door
opening, allows easy loading
of the larger 7kg and 8kg loads.

Energy consumption per kg (kWh)
Source: GFK 2008
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Model shown WM16S795GB

As you’d expect, our machines take full advantage
of the latest in technology and innovation.
The touch control technology found on the fascia of our new washing machines is a world first for
laundry products. Durable and easy to clean, the flat surface buttons offer you precision control with just
the lightest of touches.

optiWave drum
The new optiWave drum system features a number of unique
innovations that make it highly efficient, gentle and time saving.
The extra large stainless steel inner drum sits in a machine that will
slide comfortably into a standard under the counter gap, without
sticking out. The 65 litre capacity lets you wash bigger loads less
frequently, although we recommend no more than 8kgs for crease
free perfection. You can even wash bulky items like blankets,
bedspreads, duvets, curtains and even those unwieldy down-filled
ski jackets.
The groundbreaking paddles have been designed to be asymmetric.
The steep edges create powerful forces for heavy duty work, the
shallow edges allow your clothes to glide gently around
the drum, while the surface of the drum itself has been
sculpted into a raindrop pattern that emulate the shape
of the paddles to offer even more potent yet gentle
optiWave
treatment.
drum

rainFlow
A two-way water in flow system called rainFlow, allows for rapid soaking, reducing the dry friction within the drum to protect
delicate fabrics. This smart water flow system gives a constant flow of up to 4 litres per minute, which reduces soaking time,
saves water and improves the distribution of water and in turn the detergent throughout all the clothes. The asymmetric
paddles distribute the water and detergent mix around the drum faster for a more effective wash performance using less
water and detergent.

autoLoad Plus
For the ultimate in loading accuracy and perfect
wash performance, this sensor weighs the load and
recommends the appropriate detergent dosage, whilst at
the same time monitoring and controlling the amount of
energy and water needed according to the load size.
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save on electricity is something
of an understatement. All our washing machines boast an
energy performance level that is either 10% or 20% better
than the standard for class A. 20% less energy models use
0.15kWh/kg compared to the lowest energy value for class
A (0.19kWh/kg). 10% more efficient models use
0.17kWh/kg below the
threshold value
of 0.19kWh/kg.
saving

Self cleaning dispenser
The new self-cleaning detergent tray has been completely
redesigned. Specially positioned jet-inlet sprays force
water into the tray on every wash, rinsing away any left
over powder or tablet residue.
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Model shown WM16S795GB

1. Baby Food

autoStain removal. A world first for Siemens.
Getting rid of awkward stains with our fantastic autoStain Removal System (ASR) is
simplicity itself. You don’t need any pre-wash treatments, proprietary stain removers or
harsh chemicals, just load the clothes choose the appropriate setting and the machine
does the rest.

2. Blood

9. Red wine

10. Chocolate

autoStain
Removal

3. Butter/Oil

11. Socks

4. Egg

12. Sweat

5. Soil and Sand

6. Grass

7. Coffee

8. Cosmetics

13. Tea

14. Tomato

15. Strawberry

16.Orange

The 16 programmes deal with:
1: Baby food 2: Blood 3: Butter/Oil 4: Egg 5: Soil and Sand 6: Grass 7: Coffee 8: Cosmetics 9: Red wine 10: Chocolate
11: The nasty ingrained dirt on the bottom of socks 12: Sweat 13: Tea 14: Tomato 15: Strawberry 16: Orange
What’s more, thanks to its sophisticated, precision technology, each programme can actually remove stains at the low
temperatures needed for delicate fabrics and textiles, eliminating the need to set the hottest and longest wash.
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Model shown WM16S494GB

Washing clothes shouldn’t be a chore. That’s why
we offer you several specialist programmes and
options to choose from.
With so many different textiles, colours and designs available in the world of fashion, having programmes
to suit your varying wash loads has never been so important. Far from being a chore the new range of
wash programmes really does put you in control at the touch of a button.

Ultimate woolCare
Removing the need for hand washing your favourite woollen items.
This is a gentle cradle system that treats delicate wool and cashmere
with the utmost care throughout both the washing and spin drying
process.

Wool
handwash
programme

Lingerie
Specifically designed to care for and protect very delicate fabrics, ensuring the
optimum wash results and maximum care for those items worn closest to the skin.

Textile guard
This specialist programme works with Nikwax,
adding a re-proofing treatment to breathable
fabrics. Giving renewed water repellence
and extending the life cycle of your favourite
outdoor clothes.

Textile
guard

Easycare dark
A programme designed for lightly soiled dark laundry. The gentle
wash action protects the colours, no “bleeding” and with the special
optimised spin cycle, reduces creasing. An extra rinse cycle ensures
thorough removal of detergent residue that can cause fading.

Rapid 15 (for 2kg lightly soiled load)
Never again find that your favourite outfit isn’t ready to
wear. Washed in 15 minutes, this is the perfect quick wash
when you’re really really in a rush.

Rapid 15

Intensive wash

Curtains

More intensive wash loads to deal with, simply
select the intensive wash option to extend
wash times and provide “A” class wash results.

A programme specially designed to remove all dust particles with a
high water level and specific spin profile to prevent creasing.

Outdoor programme designed to protect and preserve all your outdoor clothing
The extended rinse cycles of the outdoor wear programme ensure complete removal of even the most
ground in dirt.
Outdoor

Less ironing
Selected, this option changes the spin profile to provide a gentler spin preventing heavy creasing whilst
still removing the optimum amount of water for easier drying.

Less
ironing

Shirts/Blouses
Work or school, so many of us wear shirts on a daily basis. This dedicated programme designed to wash 7 shirts
at a time, has been specifically created to wash with care. Reducing wash agitation and spin to ensure creasing is
reduced making the way for easier ironing.
14

Shirts/
Blouses
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Model shown WD12D520GB

Tried and tested
All our washing machines and our washer dryer are 100% tested during production for
safety, function and noise. Door hinges and metal door catches are tested to open a
minimum of 20,000 times: that’s equal to 48 years use – whilst one door was tested
for up to 60,000 uses. Further more, 98% of all components in our washing machines
are recyclable.

At Siemens, quality, safety and the environment
mean a great deal.

hydroSafe
It’s comforting to know that most Siemens
washing machines are guaranteed
to be 100% leak proof. If ever a leak
occurs, the sensor shuts down the
machine immediately.
hydroSafe

Multiple water protection
All our machines are fitted with a supply hose designed to withstand 7 times normal water pressure. They also have overflow
prevention in the event of a malfunction of the machine, safe water circulation through the appliance interior and electrical
locking on the porthole to prevent it being opened unintentionally.
The child lock option on the WM16S79CGB, WM16S795GB, WM14S795GB, and WM14S79BUK washing machines prevent
curious hands from changing a programme.

Stainless steel inner drum
Made from stainless steel the
inner drum is securely encased in
the outer drum. The outer drum
is made of polynox, a material
used extensively in the aerospace
and automobile industry, where
strength and longevity are essential.
This special material does not rust
and helps to maintain heat within
the drum for efficient energy usage.

Energy and water saving
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20% better models are highlighted in the range with a gold award and 10% better models with
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All our washing machines have an energy performance level of either 10% or 20% better than the standard for A and precise
load recognition technology that will adjust the amount of water needed according to the size
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of the load. That’s why our washing machines use only 7 litres of water per kg of dry laundry.
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Washing machine
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Wool
Less
handwash
ironing
programme

Rapid 15

Shirts/
Business

Outdoor

hydroSecure Capacity

saving

Front loading automatic washing machine
WM14E162GB – 1400 rpm spin

Front loading automatic washing machine
WM12E46SGB – 1200 rpm spin

White with white door

Intensive button for power boost ‘A’ wash

Stainless steel front with silver door

Delicates/silk programme

Large 30 cm 180° opening door with
metal door catch

Delicates programme

Large 30 cm 180° opening door with metal
door catch

Rapid 15 minute quick wash programme

Programme status indicators

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%

Digital sensing technology

Mixed fabric 50 minute quick wash
programme

autoLoad

Interactive LED display with variable
temperature selection

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%
Shirts/business programme

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Easy care dark programme

Aquatronic wash system

Remaining time indicator

Outdoor wear programme

Anti-leak sensor

hydroSecure anti-leak protection

Digital sensing technology

Stains programme

Hi precision temperature sensor

Sound engineered

autoLoad

Intensive button for power boost ‘A’ wash

Continuous water level sensor

7kg capacity

Dynamic motion control sensor

Multi-programme prewash

Cold fill

Anti-leak sensor

Aquatronic wash system

totalTextile Management

Spin speed selection 1400 to 400 rpm

Hi-precision temperature sensor

15 programmes

End of cycle buzzer

Continuous water level sensor

Hand wash wool – ultimate woolCare
system

A less 10% energy
A energy, A wash and B spin class

totalTextile Management

7kg capacity

Extra rinse button

Dimensions: 847 H x 600 W x 590 D mm

15 programmes

Cold fill

Hand wash wool – ultimate
woolCare system

Spin speed selection 1200 to 400 rpm

Dynamic motion control sensor

Less ironing button
Prewash button

Powerwash 60°C programme

hydroSecure anti-leak protection
Sound engineered

Extra rinse button
Less ironing button
Prewash button

A less 20% energy
A energy, A wash and B spin class
Dimensions: 847 H x 600 W x 590 D mm

Mixed fabrics 50 minute quick
wash programme
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Washing machines

Washing machines

1–8

Wool
Less
handwash
ironing
programme

Rapid 15

optiWave
drum

Capacity

hydroSecure

en

1–8

e r g y s a v i ng

Wool
Less
handwash
ironing
programme

saving

Front loading automatic washing machine
WM16S383GB – 1600 rpm spin

Rapid 15

Textile
guard

Shirts/
Blouses

optiWave
drum

hydroSafe Capacity

totalTextile Management

hydroSecure anti-leak protection

White with aluminium coloured door trim

totalTextile Management

Large 32 cm 165° opening door with sloping
step design and metal door catch

15 programmes

Sound engineered

15 programmes

Hand wash wool – ultimate
woolCare system

8kg capacity

Large 32 cm 165° opening door with sloping
step design and metal door catch

Time delay (1-24 hours)
Remaining time indicator

Extra rinse button
Less ironing button
Prewash button
Intensive button for power boost ‘A’ wash

Digital sensing technology

Delicates/silk programme

autoLoad
Dynamic motion control sensor

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%

Anti-leak sensor

Rapid 15 minute quick wash programme

Hi precision temperature sensor
rainFlow water inflow sensor

Cold fill
Spin speed selection 1600 to 400 rpm
End of cycle buzzer
A less 20% energy
A energy, A wash and A spin class
Dimensions: 842 H x 600 W x 590 D mm

Also available in 1400 rpm spin as
model WM14S383GB
• Specification as left except:

Continuous water level sensor

Mixed fabric 50 minute quick wash
programme

Detergent over dosage detection

optiWave wash system with cascade

e r g y s a v i ng

saving

Front loading automatic washing machine
WM16S494GB – 1600 rpm spin

White with white door

LED display with programme progress
indicators

en

• 1400 to 400 rpm spin speed
• White with white door
• B spin class

Self cleaning detergent drawer

Hand wash wool – ultimate
woolCare system

Sound engineered

Extra rinse button

Cold fill

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Less ironing button

Spin speed selection 1600 to 400 rpm

Remaining time indicator

Prewash button

End of cycle buzzer

Intensive button for power boost ‘A’ wash

A less 20% energy

Digital sensing technology

Delicates/silk programme

A energy, A wash and A spin class

autoLoad

Dimensions: 842 H x 600 W x 590 D mm

Dynamic motion control sensor

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%

Anti-leak sensor

Rapid 15 minute quick wash programme

Interactive LED display with variable
temperature selection

Hi-precision temperature sensor
rainFlow water inflow sensor
Continuous water level sensor

Mixed fabric 50 minute quick wash
programme

Detergent over dosage detection

Easy care dark programme

Self cleaning detergent drawer

Textile guard re-proofing programme
Shirts/blouses programme

Also available in 1200 rpm spin as
model WM12S383GB
• Specification as left except:
• 1200 to 400 rpm spin speed

hydroSafe 100% anti-leak protection
guarantee

Lingerie programme
Curtains programme
optiWave wash system with cascade

8kg capacity

Also available in 1400 rpm spin as
model WM14S494GB
• Specification as left except:
• 1400 to 400 rpm spin speed
• White with aluminium coloured door trim
• B spin class

Also available in 1200 rpm spin as
model WM12S494GB
• Specification as left except:

• White with white door

• 1200 to 400 rpm spin speed

• B spin class

• White with aluminium coloured door trim
• B spin class
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Washing machines

Washer dryer

1–8

Wool
Rapid 15
handwash
programme

Textile
guard

autoStain
Removal

Shirts/
Blouses

optiWave
drum

hydroSafe Capacity

en

Wool
Rapid 15
handwash
programme

saving

Front loading automatic washing machine
WM16S79CGB – 1600 rpm spin
White with shiny chrome coloured door trim
Large 32 cm 165° opening door with sloping
step design and metal door catch

Shirts/
Blouses

Sensor dry

Capacity

Washer dryer
WD12D520GB – 1200 rpm spin

Hand wash wool – ultimate
woolCare system

End of cycle buzzer

White with white door

A less 20% energy

Large 30 cm 180° opening door with metal
door catch

Delicates/silk programme

A energy, A wash and A spin class

Interactive LCD display with variable
temperature selection

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%

Dimensions: 842 H x 600 W x 590 D mm

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Rapid 15 minute quick wash programme

Time remaining indication
Digital sensing technology

Mixed fabric 50 minute quick wash
programme

autoLoad Plus

Easy care dark programme

Dynamic motion control sensor

Textile guard re-proofing programme

hydroSensor intelligent eye monitoring
and controlling rinse cycles

autoStain Removal System (ASR)

In flow metering sensor

Lingerie programme

Anti-leak sensor

Curtains programme

Hi-precision temperature sensor

optiWave wash system with cascade

Also available in 1600 rpm spin as
model WM16S795GB
• 1600 to 400 rpm spin speed
• White with aluminium coloured door trim
• A spin class

Also available in 1400 rpm spin as
model WM14S795GB

Detergent over dosage display

hydroSafe 100% anti-leak protection
guarantee

Self cleaning detergent drawer

Sound engineered

Load weight recommendation and
detergent measurement

8kg capacity

Mixed fabric 50 minute quick wash
programme

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Easy care dark programme

Remaining time indicator

Outdoor wear programme
Shirts/blouses programme

Digital sensing technology
autoLoad

Sensor drying

Dynamic motion control sensor

2 drying levels

Anti-leak sensor

Auto dry function and time selection options

Hi precision temperature sensor
Continuous water level sensor

• White with aluminium coloured door trim
• B spin class

Cold fill

Also available in 1400 rpm spin as
black model WM14S79BUK

Spin speed selection 1600 to 400 rpm

• Specification as left except:

totalTextile Management

Electronic child safety package

• 1400 to 400 rpm spin speed

15 programmes

Drum interior light

• Black with silver door

Sound engineered
5kg capacity

• Specification as left except:
• 1400 to 400 rpm spin speed

Short wash facility standard on all
programmes reducing washing time by 40%

LCD display with programme progress
indicators

• Specification as left except:

Shirts/blouses programme

rainFlow water inflow sensor
Continuous water level sensor

1–5

e r g y s a v i ng

totalTextile Management

Cold fill

15 programmes

Spin speed selection 1200 to 400 rpm

Hand wash wool – ultimate
woolCare system

End of cycle buzzer

Extra rinse button

A wash

Prewash button

Dimensions: 850 H x 600 W x 560 D mm

C energy

Intensive button for power boost ‘A’ wash
Delicates/silk programme
Rapid 15 minute quick wash programme

• B spin class
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding washing machines
Appliance type
Design family
Model number
Description
Removable top
Door hinge
Colour panel
Colour cabinet
Technical data
Connection rating
watts
Current
amps
Voltage
volts
Frequency
Hz
Dimensions
Length electrical supply cord
metres
Height with worktop
mm
Height without worktop/build under
mm
Dimensions of the product (HxWxD)
mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD)
mm
Net weight
kg
Gross weight
kg
Performance
Energy efﬁciency class1
Energy consumption
kWh
Washing performance class
Spin drying performance class
Maximum spin speed
rpm
Capacity cotton
kg
Water consumption
litres
Noise level washing (dB(A) re 1 pW
dB
Noise level spinning (dB(A) re 1 pW
dB
Total annual water consumption
litres
Total annual energy consumption
kWh
Moisture content % on dry load after maximum spin2
Average washing time cotton 60ºC (full load)3 mins
Energy/water consumption 95ºC cotton
kWh/l
Energy/water consumption 40ºC colour
kWh/l
Energy/water consumption 40ºC easy care
kWh/l
Energy/water consumption 30ºC delicates
kWh/l
Energy/water consumption 30ºC woollens
kWh/l
Special functions
Spin speed options
Button options

Foam control/balance control
Water protection system
Cold wash option
Progress indicator
Time remaining
Start delay time max
Half load option
Pre-wash
Inverse logic
Wool programme
Rinse hold
Delicates/silk
Curtains/lingerie
Shirts/blouses
Outdoor wear/textile guard
Rapid 15
autoStain removal system (ASR)
Load measurement/detergent dosage
Self cleaning detergent drawer
Speciﬁcation
Door opening
Drum volume
Cold ﬁll
Optional accessories
Programme end indication
Loading sensor
Cottons/coloureds

Washing machines
WM14E162GB

WM12E46SGB

WM16S383GB

WM14S383GB

WM12S383GB

WM16S494GB

●
Left-hand
White
White

●
Left-hand
Silver
Stainless steel front

●
Left-hand
White
White

●
Left-hand
White
White

●
Left-hand
White
White

●
Left-hand
White
White

2300
13
220-240
50

2300
13
220-240
50

2300
13
220-240
50

2300
13
220-240
50

2300
13
220-240
50

2300
13
220-240
50

160.0
847
820
847 x 600 x 590
900 x 650 x 650
81.00
82.00

160.0
847
820
847 x 600 x 590
900 x 660 x 650
70.00
72.00

175.0
842
820
842 x 600 x 590
880 x 660 x 690
81.00
82.00

175.0
842
820
842 x 600 x 590
880 x 660 x 690
81.00
82.00

175.0
842
820
842 x 600 x 590
880 x 660 x 690
81.00
82.00

175.0
842
820
842 x 600 x 590
880 x 660 x 690
81.00
82.00

A
1.19
A
B
1400
7.0
49
56
76
9800
238
50
156
2/75
0.65/60
0.55/40
0.25/34
0.15/30

A
1.05
A
B
1200
7.0
47
59
76
9400
210
53
178
2/75
0.65/60
0.55/50
0.25/38
0.15/34

A
1.20
A
A
1600
8.0
56
54
74
11200
240
44
205
2.42/94
0.83/80
0.54/53
0.2/39
0.2/47

A
1.20
A
B
1400
8.0
56
54
74
11200
240
50
205
2.42/94
0.83/80
0.54/53
0.2/39
0.2/47

A
1.20
A
B
1200
8.0
56
54
74
11200
240
53
205
2.42/94
0.83/80
0.54/53
0.2/39
0.2/47

A
1.20
A
A
1600
8.0
56
54
74
11200
240
44
205
2.42/94
0.83/80
0.54/53
0.2/39
0.2/47

Variable
Start, Prewash,
Spin speed reduction,
Intensive, Extra rinse,
Less ironing, Finish in
●/●
hydroSecure
●
LED
●
24
Automatic
adjustment
●
Wash time reduced as
standard
Machine and hand
wash
●
Available

Variable
Start, Extra rinse,
Spin speed reduction,
Prewash, Finish in,
Less ironing,
Intensive
●/●
hydroSecure
●
LED
●
24
Automatic
adjustment
●
Wash time reduced as
standard
Machine and hand
wash
●
Available

●

●

●

●

Variable
Variable
Finish in, Prewash,
Extra rinse,
Temperature
Intensive, Prewash,
selection, Spin speed
Start, Spin speed
reduction, Less ironing reduction, Less ironing,
Extra rinse, Start,
●/●
●/●
hydroSecure
hydroSecure
●
●
LED-display
LED
●
hours
24
Automatic
Automatic
adjustment
adjustment
●
●
Wash time reduced as Wash time reduced as
standard
standard
Machine and hand
Machine and hand
wash
wash
●
●
Available
Available
●
●/–
●

litres

180
55
●
WX975600, WZ10130,
WZ10190, WZ20450
LED, Acoustic

Easy-care programme

60°C Stains, 40°C,
60°C, 90°C,
30°C,
60°C, 40°C, 30°C

hydroSensor
Depth with door open (90°)
Appliance depth including wall distance
Temperature selection

99.00
59
Programme selector

Variable
Variable
Intensive, Less ironing,
Start, Extra rinse,
Spin speed reduction, Extra rinse, Prewash,
Start
Prewash, Finish in,
Less ironing,
Intensive
●/●
●/●
hydroSecure
hydroSafe
●
●
LED
LED-display
●
●
24
24
Automatic
Automatic
adjustment
adjustment
●
●
Wash time reduced as Wash time reduced as
standard
standard
Machine and hand
Machine and hand
wash
wash
●
●
Available
Available
● /●
●
–/●
●
●

●

1

Energy labelling data based on 6kg 60°C cotton cold ﬁll EN60456

2

The lower the %, the dryer the fabric

3

Figures are approximate since installation conditions vary

●

165
165
165
165
180
65
65
65
65
55
●
●
●
●
●
WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130,
WZ20430, WZ20460
WZ20430, WZ20460
WZ20430, WZ20460
WZ20430, WZ20460
WZ10190
LED-display, Acoustic Acoustic, LED-display
Acoustic, LED-display LED-display, Acoustic LED-display, Acoustic
●
●
●
●
60°C Eco, 90°C, 40°C, 40°C, 60°C, 60°C Eco, 40°C, 60°C, 60°C Eco, 30°C, 50°C, 40°C, 60°C,
Economy, Intensive,
90°C, 30°C
30°C, 60°C
90°C, 30°C
60°C Eco, 90°C,
Standard cold
Cold
90°C,
50°C, 40°C, 30°C, Cold,
60°C, 40°C, 30°C
40°C, 60°C, 30°C
60°C, 40°C, 30°C
Standard cold
60°C
60°C
99.00
59
Push button

99.00
59
Programme selector

99.00
59
Programme selector

99.00
59
Programme selector

● Yes, model has this feature
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding washing machines

Inlet valve connected directly to ¾” screwed joint
Water pressure required: 1-10 bars
Flow rate: 8 litres per minute

99.00
59
Push button

Appliance type
Washing machines
Washer dryer
Design family
Model number
WM12S494GB
WM14S795GB
WM14S79BUK
WD12D520GB
WM16S795GB
WM16S79CGB
WM14S494GB
Description
Removable top
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Door hinge
Left-hand
Left-hand
Left-hand
Left-hand
Left-hand
Left-hand
Left-hand
Colour panel
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Colour cabinet
White
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Technical data
Connection rating
watts
2300
2300
2300
2200
2300
2300
2300
Current
amps
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
Voltage
volts
220-240
220-240
220-240
230
220-240
220-240
220-240
Frequency
Hz
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
Dimensions
Length electrical supply cord
metres
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
175.0
Height with worktop
mm
842
842
842
850
842
842
842
Height without worktop/build under
mm
820
820
820
820
820
820
820
Dimensions of the product (HxWxD)
mm 842 x 600 x 590
842 x 600 x 590
842 x 600 x 590
842 x 600 x 590
850 x 600 x 560
842 x 600 x 590
842 x 600 x 590
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD)
mm 880 x 660 x 690
880 x 660 x 690
880 x 660 x 690
880 x 660 x 690
990 x 670 x 620
880 x 660 x 690
880 x 660 x 690
Net weight
kg
81.00
81.00
77.00
73
81.00
81.00
81.00
Gross weight
kg
82.00
82.00
78.00
78
82.00
82.00
82.00
Performance
Energy efﬁciency class1
A
A
A
C
A
A
A
Energy consumption
kWh
1.20
1.20
1.20
0.95
1.20
1.20
1.20
Washing performance class
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Spin drying performance class
B
B
B
B
A
A
B
Maximum spin speed
rpm
1200
1400
1400
1200
1600
1600
1400
Capacity cotton
kg
8.0
8.0
8.0
5/2.5 drying
8.0
8.0
8.0
Water consumption
litres
56
56
56
114 wash and dry
56
56
56
Noise level washing (dB(A) re 1 pW
dB
54
54
54
62
54
54
54
Noise level spinning (dB(A) re 1 pW
dB
71
71
71
71
75
74
74
Total annual water consumption
litres
11200
11200
11200
11200
9400
11200
11200
Total annual energy consumption
kWh
240
240
240
240
190
240
240
Total annual water consumption wash/dry
litres
22800
Total annual energy consumption wash/dry
kWh
920
Moisture content % on dry load after maximum spin2
50
53
50
50
53
44
44
Average washing time cotton 60ºC (full load)3 mins
205
205
205
205
315 wash and dry
205
205
Energy/water consumption 95ºC cotton
kWh/l
2.42/94
2.42/94
2.42/81
2.42/81
1.72/59
2.42/81
2.42/81
Energy/water consumption 40ºC colour
kWh/l
0.83/80
0.83/80
0.83/67
0.83/67
0.46/52
0.83/67
0.83/67
Energy/water consumption 40ºC easy care
kWh/l
0.54/53
0.54/53
0.54/43
0.54/43
0.34/34
0.54/43
0.54/43
Energy/water consumption 30ºC delicates
kWh/l
0.2/39
0.2/39
0.2/30
0.2/30
0.32/39
0.2/30
0.2/30
Energy/water consumption 30ºC woollens
kWh/l
0.2/47
0.2/47
0.17/30
0.17/30
0.17/33
0.17/30
0.17/30
Special functions
Spin speed options
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Button options
Prewash, Intensive, Prewash, Intensive, Start, Temperature Start, Temperature Start, Temperature Start, Temperature Start, Temperature
Start, Extra rinse,
Start, Extra rinse,
selection, Spin
selection, Spin
selection, Drying,
selection,
selection,
Less ironing
Less ironing
speed reduction
speed reduction
Extra rinse, Finish
Spin speed
Spin speed
in, Intensive, Spin
reduction
reduction
speed reduction,
Prewash
Foam control/balance control
●/●
●/●
●/●
●/●
●/●
●/●
●/●
Water protection system
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
Cold wash option
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Progress indicator
LED-display
LED-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
Time remaining
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Start delay time max
hours
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
Half load option
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
adjustment
adjustment
adjustment
adjustment
adjustment
adjustment
adjustment
Pre-wash
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Inverse logic
Wash time reduced Wash time reduced Wash time reduced Wash time reduced Wash time reduced Wash time reduced Wash time reduced
as standard
as standard
as standard
as standard
as standard
as standard
as standard
Wool programme
Machine and hand Machine and hand Machine and hand Machine and hand Machine and hand Machine and hand Machine and hand
wash
wash
wash
wash
wash
wash
wash
Rinse hold
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Delicates/silk
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Available
Curtains/lingerie
● /●
● /●
● /●
● /●
● /●
● /●
Shirts/blouses
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Outdoor wear/textile guard
–/●
●/–
–/●
–/●
–/●
–/●
–/●
Rapid 15
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
autoStain removal system (ASR)
●
●
●
●
Load measurement/detergent dosage
●
●
●
●
Self cleaning detergent drawer
●
●
●
●
●
●
Speciﬁcation
Door opening
165
180
165
165
165
165
165
Drum volume
litres
65
42
65
65
65
65
65
Cold ﬁll
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Optional accessories
WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130, WX975600, WZ10130,
WZ10190
WZ20430
WZ20430, WZ20460 WZ20430, WZ20460 WZ20430, WZ20460 WZ20430, WZ20460 WZ20430, WZ20460
Programme end indication
Acoustic,
Acoustic,
Acoustic,
Acoustic,
LED-display,
Acoustic,
LCD-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
LCD-display
LED-display
Acoustic
LCD-display
Loading sensor
●
●
●
●
●
●
Cottons/coloureds
60°C, Cold, 40°C,
60°C, Cold, 40°C,
Cold, 40°C, 90°C,
90°C, 60°C, 60°C
90°C, 60°C, 60°C
60°C, 60°C Eco,
60°C Eco, 50°C,
50°C, 60°C Eco,
50°C, 60°C Eco,
80°C, 70°C, 30°C,
Eco, 50°C, Cold,
Eco, 50°C, Cold,
50°C, 40°C, Cold,
60°C, 30°C,
70°C, 80°C, 90°C,
70°C, 80°C, 90°C,
60°C Eco, 60°C, Economy, Intensive,
30°C,
30°C, 40°C
90°C, 80°C, 70°C,
30°C
30°C
50°C
30°C
40°C
Standard, 40°C,
90°C, Cold
Easy-care programme
30°C, 50°C, 40°C,
30°C, 50°C, 40°C,
60°C, 50°C, 30°C,
60°C, 40°C, 30°C,
Cold, 60°C, 50°C,
Cold, 60°C, 50°C,
50°C, 40°C, 30°C,
Cold, 60°C
Cold, 60°C
Cold, 40°C
Cold, 50°C
30°C, 40°C
30°C, 40°C
60°C, Cold
hydroSensor
●
●
●
●
Depth with door open (90°C)
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
99.00
97.00
Appliance depth including wall distance
59
59
59
59
59
59
56
Temperature selection
Push button
Push button
LCD
LCD
LCD
LCD
Push button

For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on www.siemensappliances.co.uk
or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8921
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Model shown WT46W56CGB

Tumble dryers
Introducing our brand new range of fully co-ordinated appliances.
Good looking on their own and fabulous together, they‘re not labelled
for nothing!
Wouldn’t it be great to own a tumble dryer that not only offered really low energy consumption, but also kept it that way
for its entire life? Well now you can.
Our new WT46W56CGB and WT46W560GB condenser dryers consume less energy than any other dryer in the world. Not
only are they A rated but, thanks to some really innovative technology, they’re also the first in the world to stay that way
for their entire working life.
And of course, like all our tumble dryers they use both totalTextile management and digital sensing technology for truly
accurate and responsive drying. They are the perfect partners for Siemens washing machines.
One of the major driving forces behind the creation of Siemens’ brand new range was to offer the customer the ability to
and
,
achieve seamless design co-ordination between appliances. So the range comes in three distinct variants:
, that covers almost every kitchen appliance we make. With all the pieces designed to combine effortlessly with each
other.

The range
Good-looking mid-range
appliances equipped with
an attractive selection of
smart features.

26

The range

The range

Oozing class and
refinement, these machines
unite first-class features
with top-class technology.

Radical design allied with
seriously innovative
technology is the basis of
these, our premium models.
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Model shown WT46W56CGB

Our new WT46W56CGB and WT46W560GB condenser dryers use up to 40% less
electricity. They use 0.27 kWh/kg compared to the lowest energy value for class A
(0.48 kWh/kg) than others in their class, and almost half of that used by any B rated
machine. But what makes them unique, right across the world, is that they stay that
way for their entire working life.

Introducing the unique Siemens automatic self-cleaning system
Every condenser dryer has a heat exchanger. Over time, it gets clogged up with lint and fluff from clothes and fabrics. If
these are not removed regularly and the heat exchanger cleaned, the machine’s energy consumption shoots up and its
energy rating collapses. Dropping from A to B and even to D. Our WT46W56CGB and WT46W560GB dryers however clean
themselves automatically every time they‘re used, by taking the water extracted from the drying clothes, filtering it, then
using it to flush out and clean the heat exchanger unit.

Irregular
cleaning
of the heat
exchanger leads
to increased
energy
consumption.

Energy
label

D
Energy consumption

Fabulous energy efficiency. For life.

Heat exchanger is cleaned
automatically several
times during drying cycle.

A label dryers
where the heat
exchanger has not
been cleaned.

C

B

A

Siemens WT46W56CGB Tumble Dryer

1. Lint and fluff
2. Self-cleaning
3. Water filtering

with automatic self cleaning system

Number of
drying cycles

5

10

15

20

The super40 drying programme
This programme chooses the best possible temperature and cooling down phase to make sure that clothes that have
been washed with the Rapid15 quick wash cycle are perfectly dry in just 40 minutes.

Rapid 40

Dry washing, dry room
85% of the humidity generated by the drying is kept
within the machine. Other heat pump dryers on the
market are nowhere near as efficient at this, and so
produce far higher air humidity in the room.

No quieter heat-pump dryer in the world
Because our new dryers enjoy specially developed
insulation, they also hold the world record for low
decibel drying.
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Model shown WT46S590GB

You’ll discover a range of smart features and
benefits on all our dryers.
The softDry drum system is unique to Siemens. The soft structure of the ‘Wave’ style paddles make for a
gentler three-dimensional distribution of your clothes. Not only around the drum, but also by bringing
them from the back of the drum to the front. This makes reverse tumble action a thing of the dim and
distant past, helps dry large items more evenly and reduces the level of creasing.

Fluff filters
The filter at the front of the
machine ensures problem free
functioning and longevity of the
machine. Easy to access and simple
and convenient to clean.

Sensor drying
The Siemens sensor drying system provides uniform drying results. The residual
moisture in the laundry is monitored by an electronic moisture monitoring
system and the drying time adjusted accordingly. Everything is precisely dried
and fabrics treated with the utmost care.

Programme status panel
Enjoy total control with our programme status panel including time delay and
time remaining (depending on model).

Less ironing
When this option is selected, the
drying time is lengthened and the
anti-crease phase at the end of
the programme is extended. And,
thanks to the gentle motion of the
paddles in the softDrum system,
the clothes are less creased so you
spend less time ironing.

Reasons why you should buy
a Siemens tumble dryer.
Best selling model in
1999 was “D” rated using

0.82
kWh

Best selling “C” rated
model in 2009 uses

0.73
kWh

Saving

Siemens “B” rated
model in 2009 uses

0.50
kWh

Saving

Siemens A -40% rated
2009 model uses

0.27
kWh

Saving

Energy consumption per kg (kWh)
30

If these appliances were replaced by newer,
energy efficient models, it would save
around 44 billion kilowatt hours of
electricity – an amount equivalent to the
annual demand of about 10 million homes.

-11%
-32%
-67%

LED indicator

Source: GFK 2008

The LED indicator sensor lights
on the control panel clearly show
the programme progress of the
clothes being dried at a glance,
and if you’ve forgotten to empty
the condensed water container,
an indicator light will light up as a
gentle reminder.
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Model shown WT46E389GB

More even drying

With our dryers, as with all our appliances,
technology and innovation are key.
To try and recreate that ‘Gently dried by Nature’ feel, we’ve developed a new
airflow drying system that combines a unique drum and paddle action for a
totally new way of drying.

This allows for greater care of even the most
delicate textiles by reducing the creasing by
distributing the clothes three-dimensionally
from front to back and side to side.
A bigger than average drum allows larger
pieces of laundry to be dried quickly and
evenly, reducing creasing to a minimum.

Soft
paddles

By keeping the clothes raised above the
surface of the drum, the elliptic textured
surface improves the airflow around the
clothes and makes sure of even greater care
of the most delicate fabrics.
The inside of the door has been designed
to be smooth, reducing the impact of
tumbling clothes.
The door itself allows for easier loading and
unloading and greater visibility of the load.

An innovative idea for drying wool
A big problem with hand washing clothes is of course, the drying. Often you have to dry them flat, and invariably they
end up drip drying over the bath. With ultimate woolCare you can now dry hand and machine washable wool in
Siemens’ wool drying basket.
The woollens are dried flat, don’t rotate in the drum and, more importantly, don’t touch the sides, which can
become hot. The heat is produced slowly and kept at a precise level to help prevent matting or bobbling.
All of which means you can wash and dry your favourite cashmere jumper with the minimum of effort.
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Wool
drying
basket
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Model shown WT36V398GB

Special programmes
The super delicate drying programme.

Could there be more? Naturally, these are
Siemens machines.

This is a low heat programme designed for delicate
textiles. The temperature is reduced and the drying time
is lengthened.

Drying times should not be a mystery
On certain models, you can key in the speed at which
the wash load was spun. The level of residual moisture
determined by the spin speed assists the sophisticated
sensors in calculating just the right amount of time for
the drying level selected.

Perfect for a small load
When you wash a small load you sometimes want to mix
cotton and easy care textiles together. The mixed fabric
programme on some models allows you to complete the
drying process and end up with beautifully soft and
fluffy fabrics.

Rapid programme
A programme designed especially for the quick drying of
fabrics such as synthetics or mixed blends.

Keep on top of it
When space is an issue, stack. The Siemens stacking
kit WZ20230, also has a useful pull out shelf to put the
laundry on. You can stack a condenser dryer on top by
connecting the drainage hose to the stand pipe for the
ultimate in totalTextile Management.

Quality, safety and the environment. They’re more than just words to Siemens.
As with our washing machines, Siemens tumble dryers are designed and constructed for life with real touchable quality and
supported by extensive factory testing.
Either through an LED or LCD display, warnings are given to check the fluff filter and water condensate tray (condenser
only), so your tumble dryer is always reminding you when something needs to be done. In addition some of our models also
feature a programme safety lock.
All Siemens tumble dryers feature “sensor drying” which means that over drying is a thing of the past. Sensors in the drum
detect when the load has reached the selected drying level, and move to the final cool down period. In that way nothing is
wasted – including your time.
All Siemens dryers have been sound engineered to ensure that they are amongst the quietest on the market.
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Ducted air and condenser tumble dryers
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Condenser tumble dryers

Rapid 40

Wool
drying
basket

Soft
paddles

Capacity

Rapid 40

Outdoor

Wool
drying
basket

Soft
paddles
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Capacity

energy ef

fic

Condenser tumble dryer
WT46S59BUK black

Ducted air tumble dryer
WT36V398GB white
White with white round clear door

Low heat and less ironing option

De-crease option

Wool drying basket

Also available as a condenser model
WT46E389GB

Black with silver door

8 kg capacity

8 kg capacity

Input of spin speed used during wash

Also available in white as model
WT46S590GB

Remaining time indicator

Start button

• Specification as left except:

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Drum interior light

• Specification as left except:

Manual timed programmes 20 and 40
minutes

Improved drum design with soft paddles for
less creasing

• No vent hose required

Remaining time indicator

Start button

Automatic anti-crease cycle

• Time delay (1-24 hours)

Digital sensing technology

Improved drum design with soft paddles for
less creasing

• White with round clear door and
aluminium coloured door trim

Digital sensing technology

Automatic drum stop when door is opened

• B energy

Automatic anti-crease cycle

LCD programme progress display with
electronic controls

Large round porthole door opening

LC display with full electronic controls and
programme progress display

End of cycle buzzer

One dial operation for simple programme
selection and touch controls

Explanatory text on fascia

One dial operation for simple programme
selection and touch controls
Sensor drying

Large round porthole door opening

Precise adjustment to the drying level

Stainless steel drum

Vent hose supplied with venting from rear
and left hand side

Large easy to remove fluff filter

Explanatory text on fascia

C energy

totalTextile Management

Stacking kit available - WZ20310,
WZ20300 with pull out shelf

3 drying heat settings for cottons/coloureds,
easy care and timed programmes

Dimensions: 842 H x 598 W x 625 D mm

15 drying programmes

11 drying programmes

Stacking kit available - WZ20320

Rapid dry 40 minute programme

Rapid dry 40 minute programme

Dimensions: 842 H x 598 W x 625 D mm

Low heat and less ironing option

3 drying heat settings for cottons/coloureds,
easy care and timed programmes
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totalTextile Management

en

d

Large easy to remove fluff filter

m

ar

Precise adjustment to the drying level

LED indicator lights for door and cleaning
fluff filter

b
For

Sensor drying

Stainless steel drum

• Wool finish replaces basket programme

fi
energy ef

c

Automatic drum stop when door is opened

• B energy
• Stacking kit available - WZ20310,
WZ20300 with pull out shelf

Programme safety lock
LED indicator lights for emptying water
container and cleaning fluff filter
B energy

Super delicate drying
Ultimate woolCare system with drying
basket
Outdoor programme
Lingerie programme
Mixed fabric programme
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding tumble dryers

Condenser tumble dryers

1–7

Capacity

en

Rapid 40

Outdoor

Soft
paddles

Shirts/
Blouses

e r g y s a v i ng

saving

Condenser tumble dryer
WT46W56CGB white
White with round clear door and shiny
chrome coloured door trim

totalTextile Management

Large round porthole door opening

3 drying heat settings for cottons/coloureds,
easy care and timed programmes

Stainless steel drum

15 drying programmes

7 kg capacity

Programme child safety lock

Rapid dry 40 minute programme

Time delay (1-24 hours)

Low heat and less ironing option

LED indicator lights for emptying water
container and cleaning fluff filter

Remaining time indicator

Super delicate drying

Self cleaning heat exchanger - ensuring A
rating for life

Explanatory text on fascia

Wool finish programme

Heat pump technology for lowest energy
consumption

Digital sensing technology

Outdoor programme

A energy for life

LCD display with full electronic controls and
programme progress display

Lingerie programme

Stacking kit available - WZ20310,
WZ20300 with pull out shelf

One dial operation for simple programme
selection and touch controls

Shirts and blouses programme

Mixed fabric programme

Sensor drying
Precise adjustment to the drying level

De-crease option

Large easy to remove fluff filter

Input of spin speed used during wash
Drum interior light

Dimensions: 842 H x 598 W x 625 D mm

Appliance type
Design family
Model number
Description
Removable top
Loading type
Door hinge
Colour panel
Colour cabinet
Technical data
Heater type
Connection rating
watts
Current
amps
Voltage
volts
Frequency
Hz
Approval certiﬁcates
Dimensions
Length electrical supply cord
cm
Height with worktop
mm
Height without worktop/build under
mm
Dimensions of the product (HxWxD)
mm
Dimensions of the packed product (HxWxD) mm
Net weight
kg
Gross weight
kg
Performance
Energy efﬁciency class
Energy consumption cotton cupboard dry
50% moisture (1400rpm spin)
kWh
Capacity cotton
kg
Dryer type
Noise level
dB (A) re 1 pW
Total annual energy consumption
kWh
Average drying time cotton cupboard dry
50% moisture (1400rpm spin)
mins
Special functions
Control setting for drying
Moisture monitoring system
Drying time selector
Adjustable drying temperature
Interior light
Location of venting exit
Vent hose
Drying progress indicator
Time remaining
Start delay time maximum
hours
Blocked ﬁlter indicator
Water container full indicator
Wool programme
Delicates cycle
Anti-crease function
End of cycle indicator
Speciﬁcation
Drum volume
litres
Drum material
Optional accessories
Fluff ﬁlter
Programme options for drying

Drain set for condensate
Drying control
Self cleaning heat exchanger

Ducted air

Condenser

WT36V398GB

WT46E389GB

WT46S590GB

WT46S59BUK

WT46W560GB

WT46W56CGB

●
Front
Right
White
White

●
Front
Right
White
White

●
Front
Right
White
White

●
Front
Right
Black
Black

●
Front
Right
White
White

●
Front
Right
White
White

Electric
2600
13
220-240
50
CE, VDE

Electric
2600
13
220-240
50
CE, VDE

Electric
2600
13
220-240
50
VDE, CE

Electric
2600
13
220-240
50
VDE, CE

Electric
2100
10
220-240
50
CE, VDE

Electric
2100
10
220-240
50
CE, VDE

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
36
37

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
45
46

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
45
46

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
45
46

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
45
46

145.0
842
819
842 x 598 x 625
870 x 630 x 680
45
46

C

B

B

B

A

A

3.5
8
Vented
65
243

3.7
8
Condenser
64
262

3.7
8
Condenser
64
262

3.7
8
Condenser
64
262

1.6
7
Condenser
65
124

1.6
7
Condenser
65
124

95

105

105

105

106

106

Electronic
Sensor
●
●
●
Left-hand, At rear
●
LCD
●

Electronic
Sensor
●
●

Electronic
Sensor
●
●
●

Electronic
Sensor
●
●
●

Electronic
Sensor
●
●
●

Electronic
Sensor
●
●
●

LCD-display
●
24
●
●
Drying basket
Two stage low heat
Anti-crease
●

LCD-display
●
24
●
●
Drying basket
Two stage low heat
Anti-crease
●

LCD-display
●
24
●
●

LCD-display
●
24
●
●

Drying basket
Low heat
Anti-crease
●

LCD
●
24
●
●
Wool ﬁnish
Low heat
Anti-crease
●

Low heat
Two stage anti-crease
●

Low heat
Two stage anti-crease
●

112
Stainless steel
WZ20180, WZ20290,
WZ20300, WZ20310
●
Low heat drying
programme,
Wool in the basket,
Timed programmes

112
Stainless steel
WZ20160, WZ20290,
WZ20300, WZ20310
●
Woollens ﬁnish,
Low heat drying
programme,
Timed programmes

112
Stainless steel
WZ20290, WZ20300
WZ20310, WZ20460
●
Mix, Timed
programmes,
Woollens ﬁnish,
Outdoor,
Decrease programme

112
Stainless steel
WZ20290, WZ20300
WZ20310, WZ20460
●
Mix, Timed
programmes,
Woollens ﬁnish,
Outdoor,
Decrease programme

Sensor

●
Sensor

Sensor
●

Sensor
●

●

112
112
Stainless steel
Stainless steel
WZ20160, WZ20290,
WZ20160, WZ20290,
WZ20300, WZ20310
WZ20320
●
●
De-crease programme, De-crease programme,
Mix, Timed
Mix, Timed
programmes,
programmes,
Wool in the basket,
Wool in the basket,
Outdoor
Outdoor
●
●
Sensor
Sensor

● Yes, model has this feature

Also available in white as model
WT46W560GB
• Specification as left except:
• White with aluminium coloured door trim

Start button
Improved drum design with soft paddles for
less creasing
Automatic anti-crease cycle
End of cycle buzzer

For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on www.siemensappliances.co.uk
or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8921
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Dishwashers
Introducing our brand new
range of fully co-ordinated
appliances. Good looking
on their own and fabulous
together, they‘re not labelled
for nothing!
Our new generation of dishwashers not only bring
you even more of the flexibility, versatility and
innovation you’ve come to expect from Siemens,
but also set new standards in low water and energy
consumption.
One of the major driving forces behind the creation
of Siemens’ brand new range was to offer the
customer the ability to achieve seamless design
co-ordination between appliances. So the range
and
,
comes in three distinct variants:
, that covers almost every kitchen appliance
we make. With all the pieces designed to combine
effortlessly with each other.

40

The range
Good-looking mid-range
appliances equipped with
an attractive selection of
smart features.

The range

The range

Oozing class and
refinement, these machines
unite first-class features
with top-class technology.

Radical design allied with
seriously innovative
technology is the basis of
these, our premium models.
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EcoSense

You’ll find a number of striking features and
benefits on our dishwashers.

Because sensors constantly fine tune the temperature of the water, note when it is dirty (and needs changing), and even let
you know when more salt is needed, they guarantee low water and energy consumption. And, although the dishwasher will
automatically get on with the job, you can always tailor the programme to a specific need.

Even the door is precision designed
The clever design of the door catch and precision
engineering of the spring pressure means that the door
can be securely closed with the minimum of effort
allowing for virtually automatic door closing.

Ensuring the right conditions
All Siemens dishwashers use salt refill sensors to assess the
level of dishwashing salt and tell you, via LED lights, when
the salt compartment needs to be re-filled. For optimum
care of your dishwasher we always recommend the use of
salt, even if you are using a combination detergent.

Eco option
All Siemens dishwashers (except Zeolith models) are now
up to 50% faster by default. However for those of us who
are not in a hurry or can put the dishwasher on overnight,
the ‘eco option’ can be selected slowing the programme
duration down and offering ‘A’ rated energy results.

Just the right temperature, every time

Faster by design

Whether it’s hot water for heavily soiled pots and pans, or
cool for delicate glass, the precision temperature – not
a degree more, not a degree less is guaranteed by the
hi-precision temperature sensor.

More and more dishwasher owners are demanding clean
dishes but in less time. Because of this we have introduced
varioSpeed to our range of Zeolith dishwashers that will
save up to 50% of wash time. Just press the
varioSpeed button in conjunction with your
desired programme and it will run in half the
time without compromising on quality. That’s
clean and dry in half the time.

Sound engineered
Extensive sound research is carried out in a special
laboratory to identify noise levels, their acceptability to
the ‘ear’ and the impression they make. This research is
then applied to all Siemens dishwashers to reduce noise
levels by thorough sound reducing materials, extensive
insulation and quality components. This means it is quiet
enough to use whilst you are still entertaining.

Half load
No need to wait for a full load, the half load option does
what it says, washing half a load with no restrictions
of where to stack your dishes, plus it saves
up to 20% in water and 10% in energy whilst
1
maintaining an ‘A’ rated wash performance.
2
Perfect for smaller households or when you are
Half load
in a hurry.
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And there’s more. Surprisingly more.

Quick reference guide
At Siemens, we have spotted the fact that people tend not to refer to instruction manuals, instead we all tend to use the
same programme again and again whatever the contents, sometimes not always achieving the results we want. Soiling is
always different, so your programme choice should vary depending on the item being washed. To overcome all this, Siemens
freestanding dishwashers now have a quick reference guide on the top edge of the door to help you select the perfect
programme for the contents of your dishwasher.

Large item spray head
Larger items such as baking trays and oven
shelves can be washed simply by removing
the upper basket and attaching the large item
spray head.

Auto daily programme: for perfect results
every time
With the auto daily programme, the
hydroSensor monitors the cleanliness and
volume of the water and keeps it
between the ideal temperatures of
45ºC and 65ºC for perfect cleaning,
while using as little water and
Automatic
energy as possible.
programme

Intelligent, reliable and quiet

Quick wash 45ºC

Our dishwashers combine stylish design with excellent performance.
They can handle virtually all the crockery and cutlery you can throw
at them, even long stemmed wine glasses and, at the end of the
cycle, gives you your dishes in pristine, sparkling condition.

The quick wash 45ºC programme
cleans all your dishes in a record 29
minutes, and with a half-load, the
results are even more impressive.

Quick
wash

hydroDry energy saving feature
This is a perfect example of the intelligent design that is incorporated
into our dishwashers. It uses the heat generated in the main wash
cavity to pre-heat stored water that’s used later in the wash cycle. In
the final rinse, the hydroDry cleverly uses changes in temperature to
leave the dishes hygienically dry, thus removing the need to take air
in from outside the machine. hydroDry is highly recommended for
delicate handling of your glassware.

For dishes that gleam
The rinse aid sensor is essential for a sparkling finish for dishes and
glasses. All Siemens dishwashers assess the level of rinse aid and
tell you, via LED lights, when the rinse aid compartment needs to be
re-filled. If you are using a combination detergent which will include
rinse aid then the sensor will automatically turn itself off.

Residual drying
This uses the residual heat in the crockery from the final rinse to dry
the dishes naturally and hygienically.
44
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Perfect control of your wash

Like everything we build, our dishwashers profit from
the best technology and the latest innovations.

hydroSensor checks how dirty the water is after the pre-wash
cycle and then sets the appropriate temperature for the main wash.
It will also decide if the water can be used again for the main wash
saving as much as 4 litres of water.

hydroSensor

A more efficient spray
In Siemens dishwashers, a system of alternately rotating spray arms
to the upper and lower baskets ensures that water and energy are
used efficiently. What’s more, the curved spray arms have been fitted
with holes pierced at various angles to direct water to all areas of
the internal cavity.

loadSensor

hydroVario

The loadSensor notices the slightest change in the
amount of water running through the machine. Any
perceived loss in water (due to putting a cup in the wrong
way round, for instance) and the sensor compensates,
ensuring that the optimal amount of water is being used
at any one time. Even better, because the loadSensor
makes sure that the pump always operates at exactly the
right speed for the volume of water, no air is sucked in
and the pump operates quietly. Siemens dishwashers with
loadSensor run with very little noise at all.

This is unique to Siemens. Using the technology of the
hydroSensor and the pump, the dishwasher automatically
regulates the pressure from the spray arms according
to the soiling of the wash load and the programme you
have selected. For delicate china and glass the spray arm
pressure is lowered and the revolutions of the spray arm
slowed down enabling delicate handling of the wash
load whilst still maintaining an ‘A’ wash
performance. For an intensive wash this
process is reversed where more pressure
and a hotter wash is required to clean
hydroVario
stubborn stains.

Reducing consumption for
dishwashers up until 2009.
Thanks to Zeolith drying, Siemens dishwashers take a mere
125 minutes to complete the regular cycle. This makes
them, by some distance, the fastest in the world. Even
better, the energy consumption is just 0.97 kWh and,
despite the seriously quick wash time, the results remain as
good as you would expect from a Siemens.
Energy
consumption
1.74 kWh

Water
consumption

Place
settings

28.1 L

14
12

0.97 kWh

Three plus filter system
Our easy to remove and clean filter system comes in three
parts: A fine micro-filter, fine filter and coarse filter.
With 50% more surface area between them, they allow
up to 15% more water to circulate through the system.
These extra 12 litres have the cleaning power of over
50 baths of water.

10.0 L

1990

2009

1990

2009

1990

2009

-44%
-58% -57%
Source: BSH Bosch and
Siemens Hausgerate GmbH
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How much extra can we pack in? Introducing the varioDrawer.
The varioDrawer is an additional loading level that offers a great deal more flexibility. Unlike most ordinary cutlery
drawers, its specially designed shape provides room for not only cutlery, but also soup ladles, salad servers and
small delicate items like espresso cups. Even better, as you no longer need a cutlery basket on the lower rack, it
means you can now load up to 14 place settings with a Siemens dishwasher that has a varioDrawer.

48

varioDrawer
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Gentle when it matters and power where you need it.
Welcome to the intensiveZone.

RackMatic™
With RackMatic™, the height of the top basket
can be adjusted to 3 different levels, at spaces
of 2.5cm and 5cm, which offers flexible loading
of different types and sizes of plates, glasses
and other dishes, even when fully loaded.

How do you clean heavily soiled saucepans and fragile glasses at the same time? Until we invented the
intensiveZone option, you didn’t. Whatever programme you’ve selected, with intensiveZone the items
in the lower rack are subjected to 20% more spray pressure at a higher temperature, (which is great
for burnt on food and stubborn stains). Whilst on the upper rack, the programme you have
selected stays unaffected and delicate items like long stemmed wine glasses are washed
gently and carefully.

rackMatic

intensiveZone

delicate

varioFlex Plus basket system. Maximum flexibility for
your pots and pans, dishes, glasses and cutlery.

intensive

varioFlex Plus is an innovative and premium racking
system that offers remarkably new levels of comfort and
flexibility when loading the upper and lower baskets.
A superb glass rack design, for example, lets you stack up
to 12 wine glasses in the lower basket and up to 6 on the
upper. What’s more, up to 6 rows of prongs can be folded
in both the upper and lower baskets to make extra room
for pots and pans. And since the depth of the baskets
has been increased by 4cm, there is now
room for 13 rather than 12 place settings.
Combine this with the varioDrawer models,
and you can achieve 14 place settings.
varioFlexPlus
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Automatic detergent aware
Whatever detergent type you may want to use,
your dishwasher will automatically adjust the
cycle ensuring that you always get the best
possible results. In fact, there’s no need to select a
detergent type at all with a Siemens dishwasher.

Automatic
Detergent

Nothing can bring out the full power of the
detergent like dosageAssist.
These days, tabs are the most commonly used form of detergents for dishwashers. But because most
dishwashers have been designed to make the best use of powders, gels or liquids, tabs tend to fall
straight into the main body of the washer and so can’t work at their most effective. This has all changed
with the creation of our unique dosageAssist idea. The tab falls from the detergent chamber into a small
catch pan at the front of the upper basket. Once it’s inside, a precisely aimed jet of water dissolves
it and then helps distribute it evenly around the entire machine for the best dishwashing
results every time. And of course, dosageAssist works just as well with powders, gels or
liquid detergents.
dosageAssist
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If it’s good enough for Mother Nature,
it’s good enough for our dishwashers.
Because Siemens engineers are always trying to make our machines just
that little bit better, we’ve achieved a worldwide reputation for the highest
standards of technology and performance.

A Siemens dishwasher is fast. A Siemens dishwasher with Zeolith drying breaks world speed records.
Thanks to Zeolith drying, Siemens dishwashers take a mere 125 minutes to complete the regular cycle. This makes
them, by some distance, the fastest in the world. Even better, the energy consumption is just 0.97 kWh and, despite
the seriously quick wash time, the results remain as good as you would expect from a Siemens (energy label AAA).

This time, however, the breakthrough is down to nature not nurture.

Long-term drying

Our new drying technology makes use of Zeolith, a class of silicate minerals
whose astonishing ability to absorb water molecules and then release them
as energy helps dry your dishes quicker and makes the dishwasher more
energy-efficient.

Zeolith’s unique abilities
don’t wear off. The
mineral (which is stored
safely in the depths of
the dishwasher) lasts for
the entire lifespan of
the machine.

Zeolith®
drying

Blue emotionLight
Introducing a cool blue
emotionLight to the
interior of our top of the
range Zeolith models.

1. Drying cycle

2. Cleaning cycle

Water evaporates
from the hot dishes
at the end of the
final rinse. The wet
hot air is taken out
of the interior and
is guided through
the Zeolith container.
The humidity is then
absorbed and energy
is released from the
Zeolith. The hot dry
air is then guided
back into the interior
to dry the dishes.

During the next
cleaning cycle, as
the Zeolith mineral
heats up, it starts
acting like a sponge
once more ready to
start the next drying
phase.

A Siemens dishwasher with Zeolith
drying breaks world speed records.
Zeolith is a naturally
occurring mineral and
has the ability to absorb
moisture and convert it
into energy. The result is
faster drying combined
with lower energy
consumption.
Thanks to Zeolith drying
our dishwashers take a
mere 125 minutes to
complete the regular
cycle with energy
consumption down to a
mere 0.97 kWh.

Dishes dry in record time: Zeolith® drying
Time in minutes
150
Save 28%
in time

120

140

90

1.05
kWh

140
125
0.97
kWh

60

0.83
kWh

emotionLight

High-pressure cleaning
and savings at the
touch of a button:
energySave
If you select the
energySave option, the
dishwasher’s energy
consumption is reduced
still further from
0.97 kWh to an
unbeatable
0.83 kWh, with no
loss of performance.

AAA
0.83 kWh
energySave

30
saving

Siemens without
Zeolith® drying

Siemens with
Zeolith® drying

with Siemens
Zeolith® drying,
energySave
button activated

Based on: Eco 50ºC standard programme
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At Siemens, quality, safety and
the environment are paramount.

Testing and life expectancy
All machines are tested for 20 minutes before leaving the factory. They are tested for safety, function and noise.
A percentage of dishwashers are selected and are kept continuously on test in our factory for 24 hours a day on 50°C
programme for up to 2,200 washes – that’s equivalent to 10 years usage. This means you can be assured that your
Siemens dishwasher is not only built to last but will continue to do its job perfectly for many years to come.

hydroSafe – even when the dishwasher is turned off
Using the hydroSafe device, Siemens dishwashers are guaranteed
to be 100% leak proof 24 hours a day. If ever a leak occurs,
the sensor shuts down the machine immediately. hydroSafe
features on the majority of Siemens dishwashers.
hydroSafe

‘A’ energy, wash and dry performance
All dishwashers have to display an energy
efficiency label. The aim of this is to offer
consumers a standardised method of choosing
the most energy efficient appliances. Suffice
to say that all Siemens dishwashers are rated
‘A’ for energy, wash and dry performance,
which will ultimately save you money.

Designed to be durable and flexible
It’s not enough just to look good – all our
dishwashers are designed and built to give
you many years of dependable service. Every
important component is tried and tested
to ensure you get long-lasting quality and
performance.
Low water consumption
Child lock and tamperproof controls
Most of Siemens freestanding dishwashers
include a child lock that prevents children
from opening the door, and a
tamperproof control panel stopping
them from changing the programme
during operation.
Child lock

Water

Hygiene option

Hydraulic pump

If you’re concerned about germs and bacteria,
this option is ideal. During the final rinse the
water temperature will be raised (depending
on the chosen programme) as high as 77°C
and kept there for an extra long period.

Thanks to an innovative new pump design, which uses the
science of hydraulics, some of our new dishwashers now
operate at a noise level of no more than 41dB, which is
actually quieter than a whisper.

It offers hygiene performance in
accordance with the US sanitation
standard NSF and the German
standard for professional sanitation.
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At Siemens we are constantly developing our dishwashers to reduce
water consumption. That’s why most of our dishwashers can consume
as little as 10 litres of water, compared to up to 60 litres if you wash up
the same load by hand. The energy required to heat 63 litres
of water from 15°C to 55°C is around 4.2kWh. A Siemens
dishwasher uses only 1.05kWh on an eco 50°C wash
programme and only 0.97kWh with a Zeolith machine.

Whisper
quiet

Haven’t I seen you somewhere before?
Hygiene

98% of all components in our dishwashers are recyclable.
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Dishwasher
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intensiveZone dosageAssist Quick
Fingerprint Automatic
programme
wash
free

energy ef

hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system

Stainless steel with a fingerprint free finish
and steel effect push button fascia controls

hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system

13 place settings

1-24 hour time delay

Servo lock for effortless door closing

13 place settings

1-24 hour time delay

Servo lock for effortless door closing

Counter balanced door

5 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto 45-65°C, intensive 70°C

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection

Eco option programme – but with A energy
results

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Child lock

Plate size 22-27cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

Cold fill recommended

Adjustable water softener

intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket

48dB

Load and detergent sensors

Triple A rated

LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators

5 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto 45-65°C, intensive 70°C

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection

Eco option programme – but with A energy
results

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Child lock

intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket

Plate size 22-27cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

Cold fill recommended

varioFlex baskets with handles – 2 foldable
plate racks in upper and 4 foldable plate
racks in lower basket

LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators

Tamperproof control panel

Counter balanced door

varioFlex baskets with handles – 2 foldable
plate racks in upper and 4 foldable plate
racks in lower basket

Tamperproof control panel
Adjustable water softener
48dB
Triple A rated

Anti-leak sensor

Special knife rack

12 litres water consumption

Anti-leak sensor

Special knife rack

12 litres water consumption

Electronic salt regeneration sensor

Cutlery basket

Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 600 D mm

Electronic salt regeneration sensor

Cutlery basket

Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 600 D mm

Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used

5 spray levels with curved spray arms

Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used

5 spray levels with curved spray arms

dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

Stainless steel interior

dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

Stainless steel interior

Quick wash only 29 minutes

Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises

Quick wash only 29 minutes

Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises

Residual drying – hygienic and energy
efficient

fic

Dishwasher
SN25M830UK stainless steel

White with silver effect handle and white
push button fascia controls

Load and detergent sensors
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Dishwasher

Stainless steel concealed heating element
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results

Residual drying – hygienic and energy
efficient

Stainless steel concealed heating element
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
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Dishwasher

intensiveZone Half load

14 place settings
6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, delicate 40°C, quick wash 45°C,
economy 50°C, auto 45-65°C, intensive 70°C
Hygiene option – removes 99.9% of all
bacteria and germs with increased rinsing
and drying temperatures
Eco option programme – but with A energy
results
intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket
Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water
varioDrawer additional loading level for
cutlery, utensils and small tableware
Load and detergent sensors
LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators
Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor
Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used
dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading
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varioDrawer dosageAssist Quick
wash

hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus hydroSafe Child lock Extremely Water
quiet

Dishwasher
SN26M290GB white
White with silver effect handle and white
push button fascia controls
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intensiveZone Half load

12

varioDrawer dosageAssist Quick
wash

hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus hydroSafe Child lock Extremely Water
quiet

Dishwasher
SN26M690GB black
Quick wash only 29 minutes
Residual drying – hygienic and energy
efficient
hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash
1-24 hour time delay

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system

Black with silver effect handle and black
push button fascia controls

Servo lock for effortless door closing

14 place settings

Counter balanced door

6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, delicate 40°C, quick wash 45°C,
economy 50°C, auto 45-65°C, intensive 70°C

Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection
Child lock

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Tamperproof control panel
Cold fill recommended

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Adjustable water softener

Plate size 16-21cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

46dB

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket
Special knife rack
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
Stainless steel concealed heating element
Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises

Triple A rated
12 litres water consumption
Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 600 D mm

Hygiene option – removes 99.9% of all
bacteria and germs with increased rinsing
and drying temperatures
Eco option programme – but with A energy
results
intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket
Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water
varioDrawer additional loading level for
cutlery, utensils and small tableware
Load and detergent sensors
LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators
Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor
Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used
dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

Quick wash only 29 minutes
Residual drying – hygienic and energy
efficient
hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash
1-24 hour time delay

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system
Servo lock for effortless door closing
Counter balanced door
Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection
Child lock

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Tamperproof control panel

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Adjustable water softener

Plate size 16-21cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

46dB

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket

Cold fill recommended

Triple A rated
12 litres water consumption
Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 600 D mm

Special knife rack
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
Stainless steel concealed heating element
Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises
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hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus Extremely hydroSafe Child lock
quiet

14 place settings
6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, delicate 40°C, quick wash 45°C,
economy 50°C, auto 45-65°C, intensive 70°C
Hygiene option – removes 99.9% of all
bacteria and germs with increased rinsing
and drying temperatures
Eco option programme – but with A energy
results
intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket
Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water
varioDrawer additional loading level for
cutlery, utensils and small tableware
Load and detergent sensors
LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators
Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor
Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used
dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading
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emotionLight varioSpeed intensiveZone Half load dosageAssist Quick
wash

hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus hydroSafe Child lock Whisper
quiet

Water

Dishwasher
SN26T252GB white

Dishwasher
SN26M890GB stainless steel
Stainless steel with a fingerprint free finish
and steel effect push button fascia controls
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Dishwasher

Quick wash only 29 minutes

Servo lock for effortless door closing

White with stainless steel bar handle and
metal soft touch operation on top edge of
door

Counter balanced door

13 place settings

Counter balanced door

Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection

1-24 hour time delay

Tamperproof control panel

Child lock

6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto delicate 35-45°C, auto 45-65°C, auto
intensive 65-75°C

hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Tamperproof control panel

Energy save option

Cold fill recommended

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Adjustable water softener

Zeolith – energy efficient and fast drying
system

Plate size 16-21cm in upper basket and
25-30cm in lower basket

46dB

Quick wash only 29 minutes
Residual drying – hygienic and energy
efficient
hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash
1-24 hour time delay

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket
Special knife rack
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
Stainless steel concealed heating element
Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system

Interior blue emotion light

Triple A rated
12 litres water consumption
Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 600 D mm

varioSpeed button – speeds up programme
by 50%
intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket
Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water
Load and detergent sensors
LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators
Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor
Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used
dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

hydroDry – hygienic and energy efficient
drying

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak protection
system
Servo lock for effortless door closing
Child lock
Cold fill recommended

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Adjustable water softener

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

41dB

Plate size 22-27cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

Triple A rated

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket

10 litres water consumption

Low energy consumption – only 0.97kWh
Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 573 D mm

Special knife rack
Cutlery basket
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
Stainless steel concealed heating element
Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises
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Dishwasher

Dishwasher
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Fingerprint Automatic Hygiene
programme
free
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intensiveZone Half load varioDrawer dosageAssist Quick
wash

hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus hydroSafe Child lock Whisper
quiet

Water

Dishwasher
SN26T590GB stainless steel
Quick wash only 29 minutes

14 place settings

hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

Hygiene option – removes 99.9% of all
bacteria and germs with increased rinsing
and drying temperatures
Eco option programme – but with A energy
results
intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket

2

emotionLight varioSpeed intensiveZone Half load dosageAssist Quick
wash

hydroSensor rackMatic varioFlexPlus hydroSafe Child lock Whisper
quiet

Quick wash only 29 minutes

Servo lock for effortless door closing
Counter balanced door

13 place settings

Counter balanced door

Easy reference guide on top edge to assist
in programme selection

1-24 hour time delay

Tamperproof control panel

Child lock

6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto delicate 35-45°C, auto 45-65°C,
auto intensive 65-75°C

hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Tamperproof control panel

Energy save option

Cold fill recommended

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Adjustable water softener

Zeolith – energy efficient and fast drying
system

Plate size 16-21cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

40dB

hydroDry – hygienic and energy efficient
drying

1-24 hour time delay

Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water
varioDrawer additional loading level for
cutlery, utensils and small tableware

Special knife rack
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
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Automatic Zeolith®
programme

Stainless steel with stainless steel bar handle
and metal soft touch operation on top edge
of door

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket

Load and detergent sensors

Stainless steel concealed heating element

LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators

Stainless steel interior

Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor

3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results

Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used

Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises

dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

Place
settings

Water

Dishwasher
SN26T552GB stainless steel

Stainless steel with a fingerprint free finish
and metal soft touch operation on top edge
of door
6 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto delicate 35-45°C, auto 45-65°C,
auto intensive 65-75°C

1

13
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hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system

Interior blue emotion light
Triple A rated

varioSpeed button – speeds up programme
by 50%

10 litres water consumption

intensiveZone enables heavily soiled items
to be washed in the lower basket along with
fragile glasses in the top basket

Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 573 D mm

Half load facility – uses up to 30% less water

Low energy consumption – only 0.98kWh

Load and detergent sensors
LCD salt, rinse aid and water fault indicators
Anti-leak sensor
Electronic salt regeneration sensor
Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used
dosageAssist for optimum detergent
distribution and loading

hydroDry – hygienic and energy efficient
drying

hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak
protection system
Servo lock for effortless door closing
Child lock
Cold fill recommended

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Adjustable water softener

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

41dB

Plate size 16-21cm in upper basket and
30-25cm in lower basket

Triple A rated

varioFlexPlus baskets with handles –
6 foldable plate racks in upper and
6 foldable plate racks in lower basket

10 litres water consumption

Low energy consumption – only 0.97kWh
Dimensions: 845 H x 600 W x 573 D mm

Special knife rack
Cutlery basket
5 spray levels with curved spray arms
Stainless steel concealed heating element
Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
Quiet hydraulic pump eliminates unpleasant
pump noises
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding dishwashers

Slimline dishwashers

Appliance width
Design family
Model number
Colour/material panel

45cm

60cm
SN25M230UK
White

SN25M830UK
Stainless steel
colour, lacquer
1900
1900
13
13
220-240
220-240
60; 50
60; 50
VDE, CE
CE, VDE
170
170
140 / 170
140 / 170
600 / 573
600 / 573
845 / 815
845 / 815
● / 20
● / 20
845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573

SF24T258GB
SF24T558GB
SN26M890GB SN26T252GB
SN26T590GB
SN26T552GB
White
Stainless steel
Stainless steel
White
Stainless steel Stainless steel
colour, lacquer
2400
1900
1900
2400
1900
1900
1900
1900
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
240
220-240
220-240
240
220-240
220-240
220-240
220-240
50
50; 60
50; 60
50
50; 60
50
50; 60
50
VDE, CE
VDE, CE
VDE, CE
CE, VDE
CE, VDE
CE, VDE
VDE, CE
CE, VDE
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
170
155 / 165
140 / 170
140 / 170
155 / 165
140 / 170
140 / 170
140 / 170
140 / 170
450 / 600
600 / 573
600 / 573
450 / 600
600 / 573
600 / 573
600 / 573
600 / 573
850 / 810
845 / 815
845 / 815
850 / 810
845 / 815
845 / 815
845 / 815
845 / 815
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
● / 20
845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573 845 x 600 x 573 850 x 450 x 600 850 x 450 x 600
SN26M290GB
White

SN26M690GB
Black

Counter balanced door

LED time remaining indicator

Child lock

● Yes, model has this feature
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1-19 hour time delay

Connection rating
watts
Current
amps
Voltage
volts
Frequency
Hz
Approval certiﬁcates
Length electrical supply cord metres
Length inlet/outlet hose
cm
Appliance width/depth
mm
Height with/without worktop mm
Adjustable feet/adjustable by mm
Dimensions of the product
(HxWxD)
mm
Dimensions of the packed
910 x 630 x 690 910 x 630 x 690 910 x 630 x 690 910 x 630 x 690 910 x 630 x 690 920 x 630 x 680 920 x 640 x 680 910 x 640 x 700
product (HxWxD)
mm
Net/gross weight
kg
50 / 48
51 / 48
54 / 56
52 / 55
54 / 56
59 / 62
68 / 60
57 / 60
Reference programme
°C Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Economy 50
Energy efﬁciency class
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Energy consumption
kWh
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
0.97
0.98
0.97
Cleaning/drying performance
A/A
A/A
A/A
A/A
A/A
A/A
A/A
A/A
Number of place settings
13
13
14
14
14
13
14
13
Water consumption
litres
12
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
Noise level (dB (A) re 1 pW) dB
48
48
46
46
46
41
40
41
Total cycle time of reference
140
140
140
140
140
125
140
125
programme
min
Number of programmes
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
Number of different wash temperatures
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
Sensor technology
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
load sensor,
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
hydroSensor
Water protection system
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
hydroSafe
Maximum accepted water hardness
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
50°DH
Maximum temperature for
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
1
water intake °C
2
Built-in water softener
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Drying system
Residual heat Residual heat
Residual heat Residual heat
Residual heat
hydroDry
Heat exchanger Heat exchanger
Start delay time
hrs
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
Half load option
●
●
●
●
●
●
Eco option
●
●
●
●
●
●
intensiveZone
●
●
●
●
●
●
Hygiene option
●
●
●
varioSpeed option
●
●
energySave option
●
●
LED time remaining indicator
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
End of cycle indicator
Audible
Audible
Audible
LED salt and rinse aid light indicator
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Child safety devices
Control panel and Control panel and Control panel and Control panel and Control panel and Lock-in model
Lock-in model
Lock-in model
lock-in model
lock-in model
lock-in model
lock-in model
lock-in model
Interior blue emotion light
●
●
Zeolith energy efﬁcient system
●
●
Adjustable upper basket
Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage Rackmatic 3-stage
3
Largest loadable dish upper basket cm
22 / 27
22 / 27
16 / 21
16 / 21
16 / 21
22 / 27
16 / 21
22 / 27
Largest loadable dish lower basket4 cm
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
25 / 30
Glass care technology
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
Name, programme 1
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Auto
Auto
Auto
Programme duration
mins
90
90
90
90
90
100-135
80-85
100-135
kWh
Energy consumption1
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.2-1.5
1.65-1.75
1.2-1.5
Temperature
°C
70
70
70
70
70
65-75
65-75
65-75
1
Water consumption
litres
17
17
17
17
17
11-15
14-17
11-15
Name, programme 2
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Auto
Programme duration
mins
75-80
75-80
75-80
75-80
75-80
90-150
75-80
90-150
Energy consumption
kWh
1.6-1.7
1.6-1.7
1.6-1.7
1.6-1.7
1.6-1.7
0.9-1.5
1.6-1.7
0.9-1.5
Temperature
°C
45-65
45-65
45-65
45-65
45-65
45-65
45-65
45-65
Water consumption
litres
13-16
13-16
13-16
13-16
13-16
9-19
13-16
9-19
Name, programme 3
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Economy
Auto
Auto
Auto
Programme duration
mins
140
140
140
140
140
75-90
55-60
75-90
Energy consumption
kWh
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
0.7-0.85
1.15-1.25
0.7-0.85
Temperature
°C
50
50
50
50
50
35-45
35-45
35-45
Water consumption
litres
12
12
12
12
12
10-15
11-13
10-15
Name, programme 4
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Delicate
Delicate
Delicate
Economy
Economy
Economy
Programme duration
mins
29
29
60
60
60
125
140
125
Energy consumption
kWh
0.8
0.8
1.25
1.25
1.25
0.97
0.98
0.97
Temperature
°C
45
45
40
40
40
50
50
50
Water consumption
litres
10
10
13
13
13
10
10
10
Name, programme 5
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Quick Wash
Programme duration
mins
15
15
29
29
29
29
29
29
Energy consumption
kWh
0.05
0.05
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
Temperature
°C
45
45
45
45
45
45
Water consumption
litres
4
4
10
10
10
10
10
10
Name, programme 6
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Pre Rinse
Programme duration
mins
15
15
15
15
15
15
Temperature
kWh
0
0
0
0
0
0
Water consumption
°C
4
4
4
4
4
4
Energy consumption
kWh
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

energy ef

fic

Slimline dishwasher
SF24T558GB stainless steel
Stainless steel with push button controls
9 place settings
4 programmes: programmes include
pre-rinse, quick wash 45°C, economy 50°C,
auto 55-65°C
Eco option programme – but with A energy
results
Faster by design – all programmes up to
50% quicker

Large item spray head enables fridge and
oven shelves to be washed with ease

Tamperproof control panel

rackMatic™ height adjustable upper basket
with levers – 3 steps increasing, by 2.5cm

Adjustable water softener

Plate size 21-26cm in upper basket and
25-30cm in lower basket

47dB

varioFlex baskets with handles – 2 foldable
plate racks in upper and 2 foldable plate
racks in lower basket

Cold fill recommended

Triple A rated
11 litres water consumption
Dimensions: 850 H x 450 W x 600 D mm

Additional shelf rack in lower basket
Load and detergent sensors
LED salt and rinse aid indicators

Special knife rack

Also available in white as model
SF24T258GB

Anti-leak sensor

Cutlery basket

• Specification as left except:

Electronic salt regeneration sensor

5 spray levels with curved spray arms

• White with push button controls

Automatic detergent aware to enable any
detergent to be used

Stainless steel concealed heating element

• Without additional shelf rack in lower
basket

Quick wash only 29 minutes
hydroDry – hygienic and energy efficient
drying
hydroSensor saves up to 4 litres of water
per wash

Stainless steel interior
3 part filter system simple to remove for
cleaning giving optimal wash results
hydroSafe ultimate 24 hour leak protection
system
Servo lock for effortless door closing

1

Siemens recommend cold ﬁll for best results
Water pressure required: 0.5-10 Bars. Flow rate: 10 litres per minute

45 / 47
Economy 50
A
0.80
A/A
9
11
47
140

49 / 51
Economy 50
A
0.80
A/A
9
11
47
140

4
4
4
4
hydroSensor III hydroSensor III
hydroSafe
50°DH
60

hydroSafe
50°DH
60

●
Residual heat
19

●
hydroDry
19

●

●

●

●

●
●
Control panel and Control panel and
lock-in model
lock-in model

Rackmatic
21 / 26
25 / 30

Rackmatic
21 / 26
25 / 30

Auto
60-75
1.25-1.35
55-65
14-18
Economy
140
0.8
50
11
Quick Wash
30
0.7
45
10
Pre Rinse
20
0.1
0
4

Auto
60-75
1.25-1.35
55-65
14-18
Economy
140
0.8
50
11
Quick Wash
30
0.7
45
10
Pre Rinse
20
0.1
0
4

2

Siemens do not recommend connecting your dishwasher to an artiﬁcial water softening
unit since this could adversely affect the performance of your dishwasher, i.e. the glasses
will etch and the machine could over foam

3

Inlet valve connected directly to ¾” screwed joint

900 x 510 x 660 930 x 510 x 710

When upper rack is at its lowest position

4

When upper rack is at its highest position

For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on www.siemensappliances.co.uk
or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8921
66
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Model shown KG28FM50GB

Cooling
Introducing our brand new range
of fully co-ordinated appliances.
Good looking on their own and
fabulous together, they‘re not
for nothing!
labelled
Saving energy is paramount to Siemens. As is clean design,
first-class quality and smart thinking. Together, they’re the
backbone of our approach to everything we create. It’s an
attitude that runs across our entire range of cooling products;
from the smallest under the counter model to our stunning
coolDuo American style fridge freezers and right through to
our latest top of the range coolMedia TV fridge freezer model.
One of the major driving forces behind the creation of Siemens’
brand new range was to offer the customer the ability to
achieve seamless design co-ordination between appliances.
,
,
So the range comes in four distinct variants:
and
, that covers almost every kitchen appliance
we make. With all the pieces designed to combine effortlessly
with each other.
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The range

The range

Typical Siemens style and
build quality, offering
exceptional value.

Good-looking mid-range
appliances equipped with
an attractive selection of
smart features.

The range

The range

Oozing class and
refinement, these machines
unite first-class features
with top-class technology.

Radical design allied with
seriously innovative
technology is the basis of
these, our premium models.
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Model shown KG39NA93GB

All our free-standing fridges,
freezers and fridge freezers enjoy
common features and benefits.

Humidity control panel
The humidity control panel is found on most of our cooling
appliances. This clever piece of technology alters the
humidity of the vegetable compartment to optimise the
appearance and preservation of the food.

Removable magnetic door seals
To make the door seals easy to clean or replace, we’ve
made them magnetic. You simply pull the seal away from
the inner door lining, give everything a good clean and
then put it back. It really is that simple.

Constant freezing
All Siemens standard freezers have individual freezing elements for each drawer, which means that you can freeze food
wherever there is space as the temperature is kept constant throughout the cabinet.
First class thinking
Four star freezing compartments allow frozen food to be stored at below -18°C. This means that fresh
food can be frozen and stored for longer periods up to 12 months.

4

Foamed in evaporator
All models feature a foamed in evaporator to protect
it from damage. The evaporator in a Siemens fridge is
hidden behind the interior wall of the appliance, giving
more interior space in the fridge. This smooth interior
surface also makes the fridge easier to clean, looks more
attractive, and reduces the potential of damaging an
exposed evaporator.

No more defrosting with our frost free fridge freezers
Many of our fridge freezers feature frost free technology,
which means no more defrosting. This ensures a
permanently cold, dry environment with no build up of
ice in the freezer. Food packs don’t stick together. The
labels on the food packs stay clear and easy to read
and ice cubes will not stick to the tray. These models
now use their electronics to monitor and
control the frost free operation, ensuring
the freezer only initiates the frost free cycle
when the appliance actually needs it, saving
considerably in energy consumption.
Frost free
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Models shown KS38RA00GB, GS32NA21GB

Transparent design

Clean, fresh design is what makes our cooling
appliances really stand out.

The spacious robust freezer drawers keep temperature
loss to a minimum.
The drawers glide in and out easily, even when fully
loaded, and the safety stops prevent the drawers from
being accidentally pulled out. The freezer baskets have
transparent drawer fronts, which look attractive and
allow viewing of the contents without having to pull out
the drawer.

Pull out fridge tray
Some of the models feature an innovative pull out fridge
tray suitable for the storage of meat, cheese and other
small items. The tray itself can be moved from side to
side thus maximising internal storage space.

Deluxe interior
Featuring steel trims to the glass shelves, frosted white
interior parts, metal trims to the door compartments and
chrome bottle racks, these machines look great inside
and out.
External design
Metal can holder
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Available on certain
models, the metal can
dispenser can hold up
to 5 standard cans. It
hangs beneath any
shelf you choose simply
by sliding it on or off.

A Siemens appliance is built to complement any home.
With long door designs, in door electronics and a choice
of colour finishes, the Siemens cooling range has
something to enhance most kitchens. White and stainless
steel are great colours for most homes, but if you have
small children you’ll know that stainless steel and sticky
fingered toddlers are a bad combination.
To overcome this, several models come in
a “steel look” finish. It looks like steel but is
fingerprint free and wipes clean easily.

A place for everything

Chiller drawer

In some models one of the safety glass shelves can be
divided so taller items can be stored in the fridge. This is
ideal for storing wine bottles inside the fridge. A handy
bottle storage support is also provided on some models
in the door to prevent bottles from rocking and tipping. It
can hold up to four 2 litre bottles.

Full width chiller drawers within our fridge freezers
provide the perfect environment for the storage of fresh
meat, poultry, fish and even ready meals. With the
internal temperature at 3°C lower than the rest of the
fridge, you can rely on your food retaining its taste and
freshness for longer. Available on selected models only.
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Model shown KG28FM50GB

Watch this space
The coolMedia integrated 17” widescreen
LCD-TV displays a high contrast and
high-resolution picture in a 16:9 wide cinema
format. Whilst hidden in the door are super
thin speakers driven by the perfect sound
system. Everything can be operated through
a multi-functional remote control.

It may boast elegant
looks, jaw dropping
style and a TV, but
there’s more to
coolMedia than
meets the eye.
Black glass finished door, silver metallic sides,
17-inch TV. What more could anyone want?
But with a total capacity of 269 litres,
integrated touch control and A+ energy rating,
this sleek fridge-freezer also offers a new level
of aesthetics and technology, with a cooling
performance and functionality as exceptional
as its looks.

vitaFresh
The coolMedia vitaFresh zone features
two sliding and telescopic drawers; a ‘wet’
drawer that maintains close to 0°C and up to
95% humidity, creating the ideal conditions
for fruit and vegetables, and a ‘dry’ drawer,
where the temperature is kept close to 0°C
and the humidity never exceeds 50%, so that
meat, fish, sausage and cheese retain their
freshness for up to three times longer.

The perfect space
At 190cm tall, 65cm deep and 64cm wide, coolMedia will fit neatly into almost any kitchen plan. And yet it has internal
storage dimensions that a certain TV doctor would recognise. The freezer holds 53 litres with three drawers allowing you
to store large quantities of food in a convenient and energy-efficient manner. The fridge holds 156 litres and the vitaFresh
section a very useful 60 litres. And thanks to its 3 circuit cooling system, coolMedia is energy rated at a very respectable A+.
There is also a super freeze and super cool function.
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Model shown KA62DP90GB

Our new coolDuo range. Style to the
power of two:
Powered by two totally independent cooling systems, the words ‘Big, Bold,
Stylish and Smart’, just about sum up our coolDuo fridge freezers. The
KA62DV50GB is frost free and comes fully equipped with an in-door ice water
dispenser, bigBox, tilting freezer door trays, a Deli drawer, two salad drawers,
one with humidity control, an airFresh filter, a super cool and super freeze
function, bacteriaKontrol, and Siemens’ sophisticated multi-airflow system. It’s
sister appliances, the KA62DA70GB and KA62DP90GB, are packed with all these
features plus even more, some of which are unique.

Two cooling systems
Both the fridge and freezer are powered by separate evaporators and a cooling circuit with independent temperature
control. This means that there is no transference of odours or humidity, and that the humidity in the fridge is kept higher,
prolonging the freshness of your stored foods.

Tiltable freezer door trays
The door storage compartments
in the freezer have a hinge-point
allowing the door-bins to be
tilted outwards, which improves
accessibility to stored items in the
door storage compartments. There
is also a storage place for pizza and
smaller packages.

In-door LCD display
Thanks to user-friendly electronics and sophisticated
design, it gives you easy control of the appliance
functions from the door. Modern, flat, convenient and
easy to clean, it offers better performance and high
durability.
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Two easy adjust shelves with rotary turning
mechanism (KA62DP90GB)
Unique to coolDuo, the glass shelves are fixed to a
rotary mechanism in the sidewall and move up or down
by 5 cm height difference. It allows you quick and easy
adjustment of the shelves, even when fully loaded and
can be adjusted with one hand only. One easy adjust
shelf available only on KA62DA70GB.
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Model shown KA62DP90GB

Larger than life and packed with
extras: coolDuo does American
style, Siemens style.

Temperature controlled box
Another unique feature is the 19 litre freshProtect box
drawer. The temperature can be controlled independently
from the fridge temperature and set manually at 3 different
levels between 0 to 4°C. best for: meat and fish (0°C) milk
products (2°C) and fruit and vegetables (4°C).

If we could have fitted a kitchen sink in, we would have. As it is,
the coolDuo range is packed full with the features, benefits and
innovations you’d expect when American big thinking is combined
with European ingenuity.

Fully extendable rail system on drawers
This smooth and stable high quality metallic rail-system
for drawers is also exclusive to the coolDuo. The drawers
are fully extendable drawers for easy handling, allowing
you complete accessibility.

High end LED lighting for ice water dispenser and
interior arc design LED lighting
Outstandingly designed lighting, in high durability LEDs,
gives extra bright interior illumination with a beautiful
and appealing effect, both inside and out.

Easy adjust door storage compartment
The height of the refrigerator door compartments can
be adjusted to accommodate bigger or smaller bottles or
containers. The easy adjustable door compartments can
be moved easily by just pushing up or down in a stepless
smooth action even when fully loaded.

airFresh filter
All of the cold air blown around the fridge section of our fridge freezers goes through a honeycombed charcoal
filter. This absorbs and neutralises strong smelling foods resulting in a fresh and clean fridge with less odour
transfer between foods and no old smells “hanging around”. Available on selected models only.
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airFresh
filter
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Our appliances come packed with
the latest technology and innovations.

Super cool function
Adding warm or new food to the fridge can lead to an increase in the internal and food temperatures.
By switching on the super cool function before you go shopping ensures the fast and safe cooling of food
added to the fridge without affecting the temperature of food already in the fridge.

Super
Cool

Precise electronic controls
All Siemens models feature various types of electronic
control to accurately maintain temperature and promote
safe food storage in your fridge and freezer. These
controls also give different levels of alarm systems to
indicate if the freezer door has been left open or if the
internal temperature is too high.

Super freeze function

Super

Adding warm or new food to the freezer may lead to part defrosting of pre-frozen items. The super freeze
function ensures fast and safe freezing of food added to the freezer.

multiAirflow system
Within the Siemens fridge freezers, ventilation shafts
provide a powerful flow of air around the
fridge. This ensures even temperatures at all
levels, ensuring quick cooling (40% quicker
than a standard fridge), less humidity and no
condensation build up. All resulting in food
Multi
staying fresher for longer.
airflow

Bright internal lighting
Every item can be easily identified and located within
Siemens machines due to the twin lights within fridge
freezers, bright krypton lights within the tall fridges
and even due to the internal lights that we have in the
tall freezers.
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Internal krypton light

Vegetable drawer

The fridge interior on selected models is lit by a krypton
light – this is a stronger light than used in standard
fridges and fully illuminates the fridge, allowing easy
viewing of your fridge contents.

The ripple effect base in the vegetable drawer
encourages air movement within the drawer. This
reduces the level of humidity and extends food freshness.
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Model shown KT16RP22GB

When it comes to quality, safety and the
environment we never give less than our best.

bacteriaKontrol
There’s no hiding place for unwanted organisms in our refrigerators. The internal walls
include a natural anti-bacterial system that lasts for the lifetime of the appliance.

bacteriaKontrol

Door open and high temperature alarm systems
To ensure that you keep your food in the best possible environment all electronic models have built-in alarm systems that
will let you know if you have inadvertently left the door ajar or if there has been a power cut which may have resulted in the
internal temperature rising.

Reasons why you should buy
a Siemens cooling appliance.
Your fridge and freezer probably consume the highest levels
of energy in your home. Plugged in for 24 hours a day, 52
weeks a year, keeping them running contributes to the
£3bn UK households spend on electricity bills per year.
Compared with their counterparts from 1990, today’s
cooling appliances consume 79% less energy.
Savings in energy consumption since 1990
Refrigerator

Freezer

All Siemens cooling appliances use recyclable plastics.
And all our models are free from HFC and CFCs (the gases
that cause long term damage to the ozone layer).

Tried and tested
All Siemens fridges and freezers are built to last. And
rigorous testing ensures that our products meet all the
requirements of our customers.

Fridge-freezer

0

Every single one of our appliances are tested before they
leave the factory. For 24 hours a day, our components are
tested continuously to the maximum tolerance possible
for the equivalent lifetime of the appliance.

-20

-40

-60

Environmental pledge

The shelves are strong enough to take 20kg of weight
and our doors are weighted and then opened and closed
by the handle 200,000 times during testing to ensure
they are robust (200,000 times is equivalent to opening
and closing the door 27 times per day for 20 years).

-61%
-79%

-75%

Materials are not only tested for suitability and longevity,
we also look at how they sound and feel when we use
them. Like the satisfying “clunk” of a door closing.

-80
Source: BSH Bosch and Siemens Hausgerate GmbH
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appliances. Some of the Siemens cooling range is now A+
energy rated and some are even A++ rated. A+ uses up
to 25% less electricity than an A rated appliance and A++
uses up to 30% less electricity than an A+ rated appliance.
This saves you money and helps the environment
too. Finally we make sure that, although our products
are packed safely for safe
transport, we use as little
packaging as possible.
-25%
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cooling appliances.
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coolDuo American fridge freezer
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coolDuo American fridge freezer
KA62DV50GB black

bacteriaKontrol Multi
airflow
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coolDuo American fridge freezer
KA62DA70GB stainless steel

High gloss black finish doors and black sides

Freezer section gross capacity:
213 litres/7.5 cu.ft

Frost free system

2 drawers and 3 safety glass shelves

Super cool and super freeze function

Stainless steel doors and stainless steel
coloured sides

Deli drawer

Door storage compartments

Frost free system

Audible alarm system

Up to 140 ice cubes produced per day

Super cool and super freeze function

Freezer section gross capacity:
200 litres/7.1 cu.ft

In door dispenser for chilled water,
crushed ice or ice cubes

Water plumbed in (filter supplied)

Visual and audible alarm system

2 drawers and 3 safety glass shelves

Internal light
Twin evaporators so no transference of
humidity between fridge and freezer cavity

In door dispenser for chilled water, crushed
ice or ice cubes

Door storage compartments

1.0 litre water storage container for
water dispenser

1.0 litre water storage container for water
dispenser

Water plumbed in (filter supplied)

External LED electronic controls

Two doors, left hinge for freezer, right
hinged for fridge

External LCD electronic controls
Child lock setting on electronic controls

Fridge section gross capacity:
378 litres/13.4 cu.ft

Annual running cost: £66.84

bacteriaKontrol

CFC and HFC free

Height adjustable safety glass shelves

Energy efficiency rating A

Removable door storage compartments

Dimensions: 1756 H x 910 W x 695 D mm
(761 mm including handle)

Multi-airflow cooling
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coolDuo American fridge freezer

Deli drawer
Available July 2009

Fridge section gross capacity:
355 litres/12.5 cu.ft

airFresh filter in fridge

Up to 140 ice cubes produced per day
Bright interior lighting
Ice pack storage facility in door
2 ice packs
Twin evaporators so no transference of
humidity between fridge and freezer cavity

bacteriaKontrol

Two doors, left hinge for freezer, right
hinged for fridge

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
(1 adjustable with rotary turning
mechanism)

Annual running cost: £55.80

Removable door storage compartments

CFC and HFC free

Full width chrome bottle rack

Energy efficiency rating A+

Electronic temperature controlled chiller
compartment with 3 settings (0°C, 2°C or
4°C) for prolonged storage of meat/fish and
vegetables

Dimensions: 1756 H x 910 W x 695 D mm
(761 mm including handle)
Available June 2009

Multi-airflow cooling
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coolDuo American fridge freezer

bacteriaKontrol Multi
airflow
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Frost free

bigBox

High-line design with white door and sides

Removable magnetic door seal

airFresh filter in fridge

Frost free system

Right hinged reversible door

Super freeze function

Freezer section gross capacity:
200 litres/7.1 cu.ft

Visual and audible alarm system

Illuminated dispenser for chilled water,
crushed ice or ice cubes

2 drawers and 3 safety glass shelves

1.0 litre water storage container for water
dispenser

Up to 140 ice cubes produced per day

Precision temperature sensor for freezer,
door status sensor, electronic control with
LED display

Visual and audible alarm system

Door storage compartments

Dimensions: 1850 H x 700 W x 750 D mm

Freezer section gross capacity:
346 litres/12.2 cu.ft

Ice pack storage facility in door

Child lock setting on electronic controls

2 ice packs

Transparent freezer drawers and upper
compartments with flap opening

Twin evaporators so no transference of
humidity between fridge and freezer cavity

Interior light

Height adjustable safety glass shelves (2
adjustable with rotary turning mechanism)

Energy efficiency rating A++ up to 30%
more energy efficient than an A+ rating

Water plumbed in (filter supplied)
Internal LED lights

bacteriaKontrol

Annual running cost: £31.20
CFC and HFC free

External LCD electronic controls

Fridge section gross capacity:
355 litres/12.5 cu.ft

e r g y s a v i ng
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Deli drawer

Frost free system
Super cool and super freeze function

energy ef

Frost free upright freezer
GS40NA30GB stainless steel

coolDuo American fridge freezer
KA62DP90GB stainless steel
Stainless steel doors and sides
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Frost free upright freezer

Two doors, left hinge for freezer, right
hinged for fridge

‘Big box’ freezer drawer
Carrying handles for each drawer
Ice packs stored in door
3 hinged freezer compartments with flaps

Removable door storage compartments

Annual running cost: £56.04

Full width chrome bottle rack

CFC and HFC free

Electronic temperature controlled chiller
compartment with 3 settings (0°C, 2°C or
4°C) for prolonged storage of meat/fish and
vegetables

Energy efficiency rating A+

Easy opening door handle

Dimensions: 1756 H x 910 W x 695 D mm
(761 mm including handle)

Multi-airflow cooling
Interior arc design LED lights

86

Available June 2009
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Upright fridge

energy ef
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Frost free upright freezer
GS24NA21GB white

Larder fridge
KS30RA00GB white
Hi-line design with white door and sides

Krypton interior light

Hi-line design with white door and sides

Removable magnetic door seal

Super cool function

Removable magnetic door seal

Frost free system

Right hinged reversible door

Right hinged reversible door

Super freeze function

Instant response temperature sensors,
climate equilibrium sensor, door status
sensor, electronic control with LED display
Fridge section gross capacity:
289 litres/10.2 cu.ft

Visual and audible alarm
Annual running cost: £16.21
CFC and HFC free
Energy efficiency rating A+
Dimensions: 1550 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

bacteriaKontrol
Height adjustable safety glass shelves
Humidity controlled salad drawer

Side by side combination possible
with frost free freezer GS24NA21GB

CFC and HFC free
Precision temperature sensor for freezer,
door status sensor, electronic control with
LED display
Freezer section gross capacity:
201 litres/7.1 cu.ft

Energy efficiency rating A+
Dimensions: 1550 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Side by side combination possible
with fridge KS30RA00GB

Transparent freezer drawers

Flexible bottle rack

Interior light

Pull out fridge tray

‘Big box’ freezer drawer

Easy opening door handle

Carrying handles for each drawer

Foamed in evaporator

1 hinged freezer compartment with flap

Deluxe removable door storage
compartments

Ice packs stored in door

88

Annual running cost: £32.04

Easy opening door handle
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Frost free freezer
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Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Frost free

e r g y s a v i ng

bigBox

Hi-line design with white door
and sides

Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door
Annual running cost: £36.60

CFC and HFC free

Visual and audible alarm

CFC and HFC free

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

bacteriaKontrol

Side by side combination possible
with frost free freezer GS32NA21GB

Energy efficiency rating A+
Precision temperature sensor for freezer,
door status sensor, electronic control with
LED display
Freezer section gross capacity:
253 litres/8.9 cu.ft

Easy opening door handle

Transparent freezer drawers and upper
compartments with flap openings

Foamed in evaporator

Interior light

Removable door storage compartments

‘Big box’ freezer drawer

Pull out fridge tray

Carrying handles for each drawer

Krypton interior light

Ice packs stored in door

Humidity controlled salad drawer

fic

Super freeze function

Fridge section gross capacity:
357 litres/12.6 cu.ft

Flexible bottle rack

energy ef

Annual running cost: £17.30
Energy efficiency rating A+

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
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Frost free system

Supercool function
Instant response temperature sensors,
climate equilibrium sensor, door status
sensor, electronic control with LCD display
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Frost free upright freezer
GS32NA21GB white

Larder fridge
KS38RA00GB white
Hi-line design with white door
and sides
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Upright fridge

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Side by side combination possible
with fridge KS38RA00GB

3 hinged freezer compartments with flaps
Easy opening door handle

90
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Frost free freezer

III

Larder fridge
KS38RN95GB stainless steel

Frost free upright freezer
GS32NA91GB stainless steel

Fridge section gross capacity:
357 litres/12.6 cu.ft

Hi-line design with stainless steel door
and sides

Flexible bottle rack
Humidity controlled salad drawer
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Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Energy efficiency rating A++ up to 30%
more efficient than an A+ rating

Frost free system
Super freeze function

Annual running cost: £36.60

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Visual and audible alarm

CFC and HFC free

bacteriaKontrol
Height adjustable safety glass shelves

III

Frost free

CFC and HFC free
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bacteriaKontrol

Annual running cost: £12.36
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Upright fridge

Energy efficiency rating A+
Precision temperature sensor for freezer,
door status sensor, electronic control with
LED display

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Easy opening door handle
Foamed in evaporator
Removable door storage compartments

Freezer section gross capacity:
253 litres/8.9 cu.ft

Pull out fridge tray

Transparent freezer drawers and upper
compartments with flap openings

Krypton interior light

Interior light
‘Big box’ freezer drawer

Removable magnetic door seal

Carrying handles for each drawer

Right hinged reversible door

Ice packs stored in door
3 hinged freezer compartments with flaps
Easy opening door handle
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Undercounter fridge
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Undercounter freezer
GS12DP22GB white

Undercounter larder fridge
KT16RP22GB white
Softline design with white door and sides

Annual running cost: £13.56

Softline design with white door and sides

Annual running cost: £21.48

Glass worktop

CFC and HFC free

Glass worktop

CFC and HFC free

Energy efficiency rating A+

Super freeze function

Energy efficiency rating A+

Energy efficiency recommended

Visual and audible alarm system

Energy efficiency recommended

Fridge section gross capacity:
153 litres/5.4 cu.ft
bacteriaKontrol
Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim
1 shelf with split depth option to enable
storage of tall items

Dimensions: 850 H x 600 W x 612 D mm

Dimensions: 850 H x 600 W x 612 D mm

Side by side combination possible
with freezer GS12DP22GB

Freezer section gross capacity:
120 litres/4.2 cu.ft
Transparent freezer drawers and
1 compartment with flap opening

Side by side combination possible
with fridge KT16RP22GB

Interior door temperature gauge

Clip on bottle rack

Defrost water outlet

Foamed in evaporator

Individual freezing elements for each drawer

Removable door storage compartments
2 salad drawers

Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Removable heat resistant worktop - takes
height to 820 mm

Removable heat resistant worktop - takes
height to 820 mm
Auto defrost function
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Undercounter fridge
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Undercounter freezer
GS12DP42GB stainless steel look

Undercounter larder fridge
KT16RP43GB stainless steel look
Softline design with stainless steel look

Annual running cost: £10.20

Softline design with stainless steel look

Annual running cost: £21.48

Glass worktop

CFC and HFC free

Glass worktop

CFC and HFC free

Energy efficiency rating A++ up to 30%
more energy efficient than an A+ rating

Super freeze function

Energy efficiency rating A+

Visual and audible alarm system

Energy efficiency recommended

Fridge section gross capacity:
153 litres/5.4 cu.ft
bacteriaKontrol
Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim
1 shelf with split depth option to enable
storage of tall items

Energy efficiency recommended

Dimensions: 850 H x 600 W x 612 D mm

Dimensions: 850 H x 600 W x 612 D mm

Freezer section gross capacity:
120 litres/4.2 cu.ft

Side by side combination possible
with freezer GS12DP42GB

Transparent freezer drawers and
1 compartment with flap opening

Side by side combination possible
with fridge KT16RP43GB

Interior door temperature gauge

Clip on bottle rack

Defrost water outlet

Foamed in evaporator

Individual freezing elements for each drawer

Removable door storage compartments
2 salad drawers

Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Removable magnetic door seal
Right hinged reversible door

Removable heat resistant worktop - takes
height to 820 mm

Removable heat resistant worktop - takes
height to 820 mm
Auto defrost function
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Frost free fridge freezers

Static fridge freezer
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bacteriaKontrol

Frost free bacteriaKontrol

Static fridge freezer
KG36VX47GB stainless steel look

Frost free fridge freezer
KG33NX43GB stainless steel look

Long door design with stainless steel look
doors, sides and stainless steel handles

Freezer section gross capacity:
100 litres/3.5 cu.ft

Long door design with stainless steel look
doors, sides and stainless steel handles

Freezer section gross capacity:
85 litres/3.0 cu.ft

Also available in white as model
KG33NX03GB

Transparent freezer drawers

Total climateKontrol technology

Frost free system

• Specification as left except:

Super freeze function

Transparent freezer drawers

• White doors, sides and handles

Internal fridge control
Removable magnetic door seals

Ice pack storage facility in door

Fridge section gross capacity:
226 litres/8.0 cu.ft

Right hinged reversible doors

Fridge section gross capacity:
186 litres/6.6 cu.ft

Berry tray in freezer drawer

bacteriaKontrol

Annual running cost: £24.96

bacteriaKontrol

Removable magnetic door seals

Height adjustable safety glass shelves with
anti-spill trim

CFC and HFC free

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim

Right hinged reversible doors

Full width chrome bottle rack

Energy efficiency rating A++ up to 30%
more energy efficient than an A+ rating

Butter dish

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Removable door storage compartments

Chrome bottle rack (up to 2 bottles)
Butter dish
Multi-airflow cooling
Removable door storage compartments
Humidity controlled salad drawers

98

Annual running cost: £40.08
CFC and HFC free
Energy efficiency rating A
Dimensions: 1700 H x 600 W x 610 D mm
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Frost free fridge freezers

bigBox

Frost free bacteriaKontrol
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Frost free fridge freezer

energy ef
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Frost free fridge freezer
KG34NA43GB stainless steel look

Frost free fridge freezer
KG34NX94GB stainless steel
Long door design with stainless steel doors,
sides and stainless steel handles

Freezer section gross capacity:
115 litres/4.1 cu.ft

Long door design with stainless steel look
doors, sides and stainless steel handles

Twin krypton lights
Full width chiller compartment

Also available in white as model
KG34NA13GB

Fingerprint free

Frost free system

Total climateKontrol technology

airFresh filter in fridge

• Specification as left except:

Total climateKontrol technology

Transparent freezer drawers

Super cool and super freeze function

Super freeze function

Ice pack storage facility in door

Visual and audible alarm system

Freezer section gross capacity:
115 litres/4.1 cu.ft

• White doors, sides and stainless steel
handles

Berry tray in freezer drawer
Internal fridge control
Removable magnetic door seals

Frost free system
In-door, touch control electronic controls

Transparent freezer drawers with steel trim

Instant response temperature sensors,
climate equilibrium sensor, door status
sensor

Ice pack storage facility in door

Also available in black as model
KG36NA53GB

Berry tray in freezer drawer

• Specification as left except:

Fridge section gross capacity:
186 litres/6.6 cu.ft

Right hinged reversible doors

bacteriaKontrol

Annual running cost: £43.80

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with anti-spill trim

CFC and HFC free

Fridge section gross capacity:
186 litres/6.6 cu.ft

Energy efficiency rating A

bacteriaKontrol

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim

Annual running cost: £35.40

Chrome bottle rack (up to 2 bottles)

Energy efficiency rating A+

Butter dish

Dimensions: 1850 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Chrome bottle rack (up to 2 bottles)
Butter dish
Chiller tray
Multi-airflow cooling
Removable door storage compartments
Humidity controlled salad drawers

Multi-airflow cooling

Removable magnetic door seals
Right hinged reversible doors

CFC and HFC free

• Black doors, sides and stainless steel
handles
• Larger fridge section
• Full width chrome bottle rack
• Metal can holder
• Fridge section gross capacity:
221 litres/7.8 cu.ft
• Freezer section gross capacity:
82 litres/2.8 cu.ft
• Annual running cost: £33.60

Removable door storage compartments
Humidity controlled salad drawers
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Frost free fridge freezer
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airFresh
filter

Full width chiller compartment

Humidity controlled salad drawers

Total climateKontrol technology

Full width chiller compartment

Super cool and super freeze function

airFresh filter in fridge

Super cool and super freeze function

Freezer section gross capacity:
109 litres/3.8 cu.ft

Visual and audible alarm system

Frost free system

Child lock

Freezer section gross capacity:
96 litres/3.4 cu.ft

airFresh filter in fridge

Fingerprint free

fic

Twin krypton lights

Visual and audible alarm system

Transparent freezer drawers with steel trim
In-door, touch control electronic controls

Ice pack storage facility in door

In-door, LCD electronic controls

Frost free system

Instant response temperature sensors,
climate equilibrium sensor, door status
sensor

Berry tray in freezer drawer

Instant response temperature sensors,
climate equilibrium sensor, door status
sensor

Transparent freezer drawers

Fridge section gross capacity:
221 litres/7.8 cu.ft

energy ef

Frost free fridge freezer
KG49NP93GB stainless steel
Long door design with stainless steel doors,
sides and long handle design

Total climateKontrol technology
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Frost free fridge freezer
KG39NA93GB stainless steel
Long door design with stainless steel doors,
sides and handles
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Frost free fridge freezer

Removable magnetic door seals
Right hinged reversible doors

Ice pack storage facility in door
Berry tray in freezer drawer

Fridge section gross capacity:
307 litres/10.8 cu.ft

Removable magnetic door seals

bacteriaKontrol

Annual running cost: £36.96

bacteriaKontrol

Right hinged reversible doors

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim

CFC and HFC free
Energy efficiency rating A+

Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim

Annual running cost: £39.48

Full width chrome bottle rack

Dimensions: 2000 H x 600 W x 650 D mm

Full width chrome bottle rack

CFC and HFC free

Metal can holder

Chiller tray

Energy efficiency rating A+

Multi-airflow cooling

Metal can holder

Dimensions: 2000 H x 700 W x 650 D mm

Butter dish

Multi-airflow cooling

Removable door storage compartments

Removable door storage compartments

Humidity controlled salad drawers
Twin krypton lights
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding refrigeration
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Appliance type
American fridges and freezers
Design family
KA62DP90GB
KA62DV50GB
KA62DA70GB
Model number
Stainless steel
High gloss black Stainless steel door
Colour
Description
Long door design
●
External in-door LED electronic control and display
●
●
External in-door LCD electronic control and display
LED temperature display
Non reversible
Non reversible
Non reversible
Door hinging
1756
1756
1756
Appliance height1
mm
910
910
910
Appliance width1
mm
761
761
761
Appliance depth1
mm
Capacities
570
616
570
Total gross capacity
litres
533
556
533
Total net capacity
litres
355
378
355
Fridge gross capacity
litres
355
378
355
Fridge net capacity
litres
200
213
200
Freezer gross capacity
litres
178
178
178
Freezer net capacity
litres
Fridge features and ﬁttings
●
●
●
bacteriaKontrol
●
●
airFresh ﬁlter
●
Internal fridge fan
●
●
●
Internal multi airﬂow system
4
4
4
Safety glass shelves
Safety glass shelves with anti-spill trim
●
●
●
Safety glass shelves with metal trim
2
1
Easy adjustable glass shelf
●
●
●
Super cool function
●
●
●
0°C compartment
●
●
●
Temperature controlled drawer: 0°C, 2°C or 4°C
●
●
Bottle rack
Metal can dispenser
Removable door seal
Krypton interior light
●
●
Normal interior light
●
LED interior light
Chiller tray
Chiller compartment
●
●
●
Deli drawer
1
1
1
Number of egg racks
2
2
2
Number of salad drawers
●
●
●
Humidity controlled salad drawers
1
Easy adjustable door storage compartment
5
5
5
Number of door storage compartments
Freezer features and ﬁttings
2
4
4
4
Freezer star rating
●
●
●
Frost free freezer
●
●
●
Water and ice dispenser
●/●
-/●
●/●
Visual/audible alarm system
●
●
●
Interior light
Small freezer tray
●
●
●
Super freeze function
●
●
●
Transparent freezer drawers
2
2
2
Freezer drawers
●
●
●
bigBox freezer drawer
Number of ice cube trays
●
●
Ice packs
12
12
12
Freezing capacity³
kg/24 hrs
16
16
16
Storage time in power failure4
hrs
Technical information
●
●
●
CFC and HFC free
A+
A+
A
Energy efﬁciency class5
1.28
1.28
1.52
Energy consumption per 24 hrs6
kWh
467
465
557
Total annual energy consumption
kWh
£56.04
£55.80
£66.84
Approximate annual running cost (based on 12p per hour)
●
●
●
Twin evaporators
44
44
44
Noise level
dB (A) re 1 pW
SN-T
SN-T
SN-ST
Climate class7
220-240
220-240
220-240
Voltage
volts
●
●
●
VDE/Safety approved
164
164
115
Weight unpacked8
kg
171
171
127
Weight packed
kg
Approx. packed dimensions H x W x D
mm 1900 x 960 x 780 1845 x 980 x 837 1845 x 980 x 837

ar

Sie

coolMedia fridge freezer

energy ef

fic

coolMedia fridge freezer
KG28FM50GB high gloss black
High gloss black finish
17” TV LCD display integrated behind
glass door
In door touch controls with remote
control for TV
In door electronic LED temperature
control display

2 electronic temperature controlled centre
chiller compartments with 0°C setting
- 35 litre lower compartment for prolonged
storage of fruit, vegetables and salads
- 25 litre upper compartment for prolonged
storage of meat and fish

Super freeze function

Freezer section gross capacity:
77 litres/2.7 cu.ft

Visual and audible alarm system

Transparent freezer drawers

Fridge section gross capacity:
220 litres/7.8 cu.ft

Removable magnetic door seals
Right hinged non reversible doors

bacteriaKontrol
Height adjustable safety glass shelves
with metal trim

Annual running cost: £33.72

Full width chrome bottle rack

Energy efficiency rating A+

Removable door storage compartments
in top compartment

Dimensions: 1900 H x 636 W x 651 D mm

Humidity controlled salad drawers
airVent shelving to improve circulation
ensuring food stays fresher for longer

CFC and HFC free

Available Autumn 2009

● Yes, model has this feature.
1

External appliance dimensions including handle.

2

Freezer and deep frozen storage compartment at -18°C or less.

3

This freezing capacity can only be achieved using the fast-freeze function at the intervals
stipulated in the operating instructions.

4

Temperature rise time from -18°C to -9°C with appliance fully loaded, partial loading
produces correspondingly lower times.

5

A++ = Best energy efﬁciency on the market, A+ = very economical, A–C = average.

Upright freezers
GS24NA21GB
White

GS32NA21GB
White

GS32NA91GB
Stainless steel

GS40NA30GB
White

●

●

●

●

●
Right/reversible
1550
600
650

●
Right/reversible
1850
600
650

●
Right/reversible
1850
600
650

●
Right/reversible
1850
700
750

201
193

253
247

253
247

346
333

201
193

253
247

253
247

346
333

●

●

●

●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

●/●
●

●/●
●

●/●
●

●/●
●

●
●
5
●

●
●
8
●

●
●
8
●

●
●
8
●

●
20
24

●
20
24

●
20
24

●
24
30

●
A+
0.73
267
£32.04

●
A+
0.84
305
£36.60

●
A+
0.84
305
£36.60

●
A++
0.71
260
£31.20

43
SN-T
220-240
●
62
67
1630 x 670 x 750

43
SN-T
220-240
●
70
75
1930 x 670 x 750

43
SN-T
220-240
●
70
75
1930 x 670 x 750

44
SN-T
220-240
●
88
95
1940 x 760 x 840

6

Energy consumption in 24 hours according to DIN standard EN153 1990 edition.
Data quoted enables a comparison to be made between different appliances.

7

Climate zone SN = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 32°C.
Climate zone N = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +16°C to 32°C.
Climate zone SN -ST = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 38°C.
Climate zone SN -T = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 43°C.

8

Ensure that surrounding cabinets, walls and ﬂoors are capable of supporting a fully laden
appliance.

For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on www.siemensappliances.co.uk
or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8921
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Product speciﬁcations for freestanding refrigeration
Appliance type
Design family
Model number
Colour
Description
Long door design
External in-door LED electronic control and display
External in-door LCD electronic control and display
LED temperature display
Door hinging
Appliance height1
mm
Appliance width1
mm
Appliance depth1
mm
Capacities
Total gross capacity
litres
Total net capacity
litres
Fridge gross capacity
litres
Fridge net capacity
litres
Freezer gross capacity
litres
Freezer net capacity
litres
Fridge features and ﬁttings
bacteriaKontrol
airFresh ﬁlter
Internal fridge fan
Internal multi airﬂow system
Safety glass shelves
Safety glass shelves with anti-spill trim
Safety glass shelves with metal trim
Easy adjustable glass shelf
Super cool function
0°C compartment
Temperature controlled drawer: 0°C, 2°C or 4°C
Bottle rack
Metal can dispenser
Removable door seal
Krypton interior light
Normal interior light
LED interior light
Chiller tray
Chiller compartment
Deli drawer
Number of egg racks
Number of salad drawers
Humidity controlled salad drawers
Easy adjustable door storage compartment
Number of door storage compartments
Freezer features and ﬁttings
Freezer star rating2
Frost free freezer
Water and ice dispenser
Visual/audible alarm system
Interior light
Small freezer tray
Super freeze function
Transparent freezer drawers
Freezer drawers
bigBox freezer drawer
Number of ice cube trays
Ice packs
Freezing capacity³
kg/24 hrs
Storage time in power failure4
hrs
Technical information
CFC and HFC free
Energy efﬁciency class5
Energy consumption per 24 hrs6
kWh
Total annual energy consumption
kWh
Approximate annual running cost (based on 12p per hour)
Twin evaporators
Noise level
dB (A) re 1 pW
Climate class7
Voltage
volts
VDE/Safety approved
Weight unpacked8
kg
Weight packed
kg
Approx. packed dimensions H x W x D
mm

Upright fridges

Product speciﬁcations for freestanding refrigeration

Undercounter freezers and fridges

Fridge-freezers
KG36VX47GB
Stainless steel look

KG33NX03GB
White

KG33NX43GB
Stainless steel look

KG34NX94GB
Stainless steel
ﬁngerprint free

KG34NA13GB
White

KG34NA43GB
Stainless steel look

KG36NA53GB
Black

KG39NA93GB
Stainless steel
ﬁngerprint free

KG49NP93GB
Stainless steel

KG28FM50GB
High gloss black

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●

Right/reversible
850
600
612

Right/reversible
1850
600
650

●
Right/reversible
1700
600
610

●
Right/reversible
1700
600
610

●
Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
2000
600
650

Right/reversible
2000
700
650

Right
1900
636
651

153
152
153
152

153
152
153
152

326
316
226
225
100
91

271
252
186
186
85
66

271
252
186
186
85
66

301
280
186
186
115
94

301
280
186
186
115
94

301
280
186
186
115
94

303
287
221
221
82
66

330
315
221
221
109
94

403
389
307
307
96
82

297
269
220
216
77
53

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
4

●
4

●
3
●

●
3

●
3

●
3

●
3

4

4

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●

KS30RA00GB
White

KS38RA00GB
White

KS38RN95GB
Stainless steel

●

●

●

●
Right/reversible
1550
600
650

●
Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
1850
600
650

Right/reversible
850
600
612

Right/reversible
850
600
612

Right/reversible
850
600
612

289
287
289
287

357
355
357
355

357
355
357
355

120
97

120
97

120
97

120
97

GS12DP22GB
White

GS12DP42GB
Stainless steel look

KT16RP22GB
White

KT16RP43GB
Stainless steel look

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

6
●

●

7
●

7
●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

4

4

●

●

4
4

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

2
1
●

2
1
●

2
1
●

2
1

2
1

1
1

1
2
●

1
2
●

1
2
●

2
2
●

2
2
●

2
2
●

2
2
●

2
2
●

2
2
●

5

6

6

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

3

4

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4
●

4

●/●

●/●

●/●

●/●

●/●

●/●

●
●
●
3
●
2
●
10
16

●
●
●
3
●
2
●
8
17

●
●
●
3

●
●
●
3

●
●
●
3

2
●
14
18

2
●
18
20

1
18
15

●
A+
0.81
295
£35.40
●
43
SN-T
220-240
●
77
83
1910 x 660 x 740

●
A+
0.77
280
£33.60
●
45
SN-T
220-240
●
70
74
1950 x 660 x 690

●
A+
0.84
308
£36.96
●
44
SN-T
220-240
●
73
77
2100 x 660 x 690

●
A+
0.90
329
£39.48
●
42
SN-T
220-240
●
91
94
2050 x 760 x 700

●
A+
0.77
281
£33.72
3 evaporators
42
SN-T
220
●
65
72
1830 x 660 x 720

4

4

●/●

●/●

●
●

●
●

19
20

19
20

●
3

●
●
●
3

●
●
●
3

1

1

1

●
●
●
3
●
1

5
24

8
13

8
13

10
14

●
●
●
3
●
2
●
10
16

●
A
0.92
334
£40.08
●
42
SN-ST
220-240
●
66
71
1910 x 660 x 740

●
A
0.92
334
£40.08
●
42
SN-ST
220-240
●
66
71
1910 x 660 x 740

●
A
1.00
365
£43.80
●
42
SN-ST
220-240
●
72
78
1910 x 670 x 730

●
A+
0.81
295
£35.40
●
43
SN-T
220-240
●
77
83
1910 x 660 x 740

●
A+
0.37
135
£16.21

●
A+
0.40
144
£17.30

●
A++
0.28
103
£12.36

●
A+
0.49
179
£21.48

●
A+
0.49
179
£21.48

●
A+
0.31
113
£13.56

●
A++
0.23
85
£10.20

●
A++
0.57
208
£24.96

40
SN-T
220-240
●
57
62
1630 x 670 x 750

39
SN-T
220-240
●
64
70
1930 x 670 x 750

40
SN-T
220-240
●
64
70
1930 x 670 x 750

38
SN
220-240
●
39
42
930 x 660 x 680

38
SN
220-240
●
39
42
930 x 660 x 680

38
SN-ST
220-240
●
37
41
930 x 660 x 680

38
SN
220-240
●
39
41
930 x 660 x 680

42
SN-T
220-240
●
70
75
1910 x 660 x 740

● Yes, model has this feature.
1

External appliance dimensions including handle.

2

Freezer and deep frozen storage compartment at -18°C or less.

3

This freezing capacity can only be achieved using the fast-freeze function at the intervals
stipulated in the operating instructions.

4

Temperature rise time from -18°C to -9°C with appliance fully loaded, partial loading
produces correspondingly lower times.

5

A++ = Best energy efﬁciency on the market, A+ = very economical, A–C = average.

6

Energy consumption in 24 hours according to DIN standard EN153 1990 edition.
Data quoted enables a comparison to be made between different appliances.

7

Climate zone SN = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 32°C.
Climate zone N = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +16°C to 32°C.
Climate zone SN -ST = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 38°C.
Climate zone SN -T = designed to operate in ambient temperature of +10°C to 43°C.

8

Ensure that surrounding cabinets, walls and ﬂoors are capable of supporting a fully laden
appliance.

For the full range of accessories please visit our online accessory shop on www.siemensappliances.co.uk
or call our Spares Department on 0844 892 8921
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Model shown TK76009GB

Small appliances
No home is complete without those indispensable devices that perform your daily chores. From making
a refreshing cup of tea, to perfect toast and coffee as good as you’ll find anywhere in Italy. And now,
with our new Z.60 vacuum cleaners, you have another Siemens appliance to help you tackle tasks
and chores with elegant efficiency, day in day out.
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Model shown TK76009GB

Perfect flavour

Our new EQ7 Machine.
The Italians have a word for it – Perfetto.
In creating the EQ7, we’ve not only made a quantum leap in the area of fully automatic espresso
machines, we have practically reinvented the art of espresso making. We set ourselves a question:
how do you create the perfect espresso? To find the solution, we picked over every last detail of the
espresso making process. Did we succeed? With the EQ7 we have created a completely new espresso
world, closing the circle from bean to cup to provide the ultimate flavour experience. In the EQ7, you
have at your fingertips not only the fastest and most efficient appliance of its kind, but also a machine
where the technology is more than just brand new; it’s revolutionary. The EQ7, the future of
fully-automatic espresso machines.

Astonishingly, there are 800 sub-flavours in a cup of
espresso, and for it to achieve perfection they must be
allowed to unfold fully. For this to happen, the water
must be sustained at the ideal temperature for 30 seconds
during the brewing process. With our new Senso Flow
System, this is now possible, giving you perfect flavour
every time and anytime. And with minimal heat up time
and minimum standby power, it’s also a unique,
energy-saving feature.

Perfect design
Espresso connoisseurs who are enthralled by the entire
espresso-making process will love the transparency
and intuitive operation of the EQ7. As well as drawing
attention to the bean container and the water tank, an
innovative lighting concept highlights the individual
stages of the entire process. And the outstanding
360-degree design means it works perfectly as a
freestanding unit.

Perfect crema
A golden-brown, creamy and long-lasting crema is the trademark of a really
good espresso. To achieve this a constant pressure is key in extracting the
maximum flavour from the beans. Preparing espresso requires the talents and
instinct of a first class barista. With the EQ7, we have built those skills into the
very fabric of the machine.
The ‘aroma pressure system’ automatically achieves the ideal, continuous
pressure and therefore the perfect brewing result, for every single cup. The
tamper has been designed with a convex shape, that allows even more flavour
to be released from the ground coffee. So no matter how much coffee you use,
you’ll always end up with the perfect crema. Automatically.

Perfect simplicity
A fine milky foam, frothy as lightly whipped
cream. That’s the basis of the ultimate
cappuccino. The ingenious swivel arm is
simplicity itself to use and an optimised
swirling process inside the milk nozzle
produces the ultimate in fine, milky foam for
the perfect result every time.
We also brought a lot of in-depth thinking to
the subject of milk. The result – completely
new product ergonomics and a totally separate
milk system separate from the coffee part.
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Model shown TK69009GB

Freshly ground coffee

Our Surpresso bean to cup machines.
Coffee doesn’t really come much fresher.
The TK69009GB features unique piano black finish, an easy to use programmable
display, a unique AutoCappuccino frothing nozzle, milk container and built-in water
filter and maintenance kit for the finest results with every cup of coffee.

The integrated coffee mill inside the bean to cup machines grinds the coffee beans as finely as you wish and fills the brewing
chamber with ground coffee to the required level. Once the coffee is in place, the brewing chamber is hermetically sealed
and the coffee is compressed. The hot water is then pumped into the chamber and the brewing process starts.
All models have coffee and cup filling levels that can be accurately adjusted. At the top of the appliance is a cup stand with
pre-warming facility and the drip tray catches anything once the cup has been removed.

Multi-lingual digital display
Our machines have several easy to
operate programmable functions
that include a choice of 8 languages,
a water hardness setting, a cup
warming plate and de-scaling.

AromaWhirl system
With conventional high-pressure
methods, the water takes the
easiest route through the ground
coffee and in doing so, extracts
a correspondingly high quantity
of flavour. With the AromaWhirl
system the ground coffee and
water are whirled around the
brewing chamber to extract
more flavour than ever.
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Models shown TT911P2GB, TC911P2GB, TW911P2GB

Toaster

It’s not just design, it’s Porsche Design.

Its unique dust cover floats back at the touch of a button. The
residual time indicator on a digital display counts down the minutes
and seconds until your toast is done and the integrated bun warming
rack is perfect for heating croissants, muffins or bread rolls.

It’s the striking design that sets Siemens appliances apart from the rest of the market. The high tech
looks match the high tech features, from the fabulous coffee machine to the matching set of kettle
and toaster.

Kettle

Filter coffee maker
The unique swing out serving position lets you know when the
coffee is ready. It has a removable water tank for easy filling and a
hassle-free de-scaling function to keep your coffee tasting just right.
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A soft pop-up lid and specially shaped spout
mean you can fill through either the spout or
the lid. The cord storage winder is in the base
so that you don’t have excess cable trailing on
the worktop.
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Model shown VSZ62546GB

Efficient air dynamics
The Z6.0 is the first product in a new
generation of Siemens technology with
“Efficient Air Dynamics”, an outstanding
aerodynamic system setting new standards in
terms of performance.

Our new Z6.0 vacuum cleaners.
So powerful, so efficient, so Siemens.

To achieve these levels, every aspect of the
machine has been taken into consideration
and is equipped with:
20% bigger hose diameter at the hose
connection
Bigger hose diameter beginning at the handle

The ultimate in performance and efficiency, the new Z6.0 vacuum cleaners offer a new dimension in
floor care. They are equipped with the most advanced aerodynamic system of any vacuum cleaner
in the world. Which means ultimate performance and ultimate efficiency. They are the perfect
machines for people who admire design and technology and who want elegant looks combined with
outstanding performance.

25% more filter surface (Hepa and motor
protection) for an increased air flow
50% more filter surface in the dust bag and
improved filter materials
An improved air guidance system

Two models
The Z6.0 comes in two variants.
ECO
The ECO is powered by a compressor
motor that uses half the energy of a
comparable cleaner. It comes with
a turbo floor brush, an adjustable
floor tool, a crevice nozzle,
upholstery nozzle and dusting
brush. It offers HEPA filtration and
its self-sealing hygiene bags have a
capacity of 5 litres.
POWER
A 2500W high performance
motor gives the POWER ultimate
performance... fantastic dust
pick-up... and highest airflow. Like
ECO, it comes with a turbo floor
brush, an adjustable floor tool, a
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle
and dusting brush and also offers
HEPA filtration and its 5 litre selfsealing hygiene bags. Also includes
mini turbo tool.

The RD296 nozzle with metal sole
This specially designed attachment gives both
machines an excellent pick up rate.
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Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK76009GB

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK73001GB

Piano black ﬁnish
Chrome buttons and rotary knobs
BSH Brita water ﬁlter cartridge
One Touch Function – café latte, cappuccino
and white coffee at the touch of a button
Also makes espresso, café cream and
Americano
“My Coffee” Function – allows you to
programme and save your own perfect cup of
coffee. With customisable coffee strength, cup
size and even the percentage of espresso and
milk, you really can set up your EQ7 to make
your perfect cup of coffee every time
Aroma Pressure System – intelligent brewing
chamber for optimum ﬂavour extraction
Silent Ceram Drive – perfect taste with every
cup, quiet operation and consistent grinding
performance

Programmable functions including:
“My Coffee”, auto off function, choice of
8 languages, water hardness setting, brewing
temperature and de-scaling programme

Very easy to clean and maintain

Silver ﬁnish

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets and water hardness
testing strips

One Touch Function – café latte and
cappuccino at the touch of a button

Cup size and coffee strength selectable
Fits all cup sizes from espresso cups to café
latte glasses
Removable 2.1 litre water tank

Also makes espresso, café crema and
Americano

Dimensions: 385 H x 320 W x 445 D mm
19 bar pump pressure

Aroma Pressure System – intelligent brewing
chamber for optimum ﬂavour extraction

Programmable functions including:
Auto off function, choice of 8 languages,
water hardness setting, brewing temperature
and de-scaling programme

Fits all cup sizes from espresso cups to café
latte glasses
Removable 2.1 litre water tank
Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups

Can be used with ground coffee

Senso Flow System – perfect enjoyment with
every cup, fastest ﬁrst cup on the market, low
energy consumption

Can be used with ground coffee

Easy to use graphic display

Single Portion Cleaning – rinses
automatically after every drink

Easy to use graphic display

Bean capacity 300g
Hot water function

Thermally insulated milk container for
hygienic and fresher milk storage – 0.7 litre
capacity

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets and water hardness
testing strips

Cup size and coffee strength selectable

Silent Ceram Drive – perfect taste with every
cup, quiet operation and consistent grinding
performance

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups

Very easy to clean and maintain

Dimensions: 385 H x 320 W x 445 D mm
19 bar pump pressure

Bean capacity 300g
Hot water function

Separate milk container in acrylic glass for
extra hygiene

Senso Flow System – perfect enjoyment with
every cup, fastest ﬁrst cup on the market, low
energy consumption
Single Portion Cleaning – rinses
automatically after every drink
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Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centres

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK69009GB

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK54001GB

Piano black finish

Coffee bean container for 250g fresh beans,
with aroma retaining lid

Silver finish

For Americano, espresso, cappuccino and
café latte

Separate container for pre-ground coffee

For Americano, espresso, cappuccino and
café latte

Aroma Whirl brewing chamber for optimum
flavour extraction

Separate milk container

Removable water tank – 1.8 litre capacity
Water filter

Easy to use dialogue display

One step de-scaling programme

Aroma Whirl brewing chamber for optimum
flavour extraction

One step de-scaling programme

Grinding degree adjustable
Auto Cappuccino milk frothing nozzle for
cappuccino and café latte
Height adjustable nozzle means all cup sizes
fit including café latte glasses

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups
15 bar high pressure thermo block system

120

Cup size, coffee strength selectable
Grinding degree adjustable

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets, coffee measuring spoon
and water hardness testing strips

Milk frothing nozzle for cappuccino and
café latte

Fully automatic bean to cup coffee centre
TK58001GB
Same specification as TK54001GB but
with the following additional features:
• Dolphin grey finish

Dimensions: 340 H x 260 W x 450 D mm

• Milk Whirl system for easy preparation of
café latte and cappucino

1400 watts

• Cup stand illumination
• Programmable stand by mode for low
energy consumption
• 1400 watts

Cup warming plate for pre-heating cups
Dimensions: 340 H x 270 W x 490 D mm

Programmable functions for: on/off timer,
water hardness, language and descaling
programmes

Includes starter kit with cleaning and
de-scaling tablets, coffee measuring spoon
and water hardness testing strips

Easy to use symbol display
Single serving rinse cleaning programme

Cup size, coffee strength selectable

Single serving rinse cleaning programme

15 bar high pressure thermo block system

1400 watts
Coffee bean container for 250g fresh beans,
with aroma retaining lid
Separate container for pre-ground coffee
Removable water tank – 1.8 litre capacity
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Kettle and toaster by Porsche Design

Filter coffee maker by Porsche Design

Kettle by Porsche Design
TW911P2GB

Toaster by Porsche Design
TT911P2GB

Filter coffee maker by Porsche Design
TC911P2GB

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

Brushed aluminium with black trim finish

1.5 litre capacity

Long-slot, two slice

Vacuum flask for up to 8 cups

Cordless with multi-directional base
Thermally insulated cool touch body

Quartz heating element with variable
electronic browning control

Illuminated blue LED on/off switch

Cancel button with integrated blue LED

Removable water tank

Double sided water level indicator

Safety switch off if knocked over

Coffee strength selector

Stainless steel filter in spout

Cool touch exterior

Aroma retaining lid on vacuum flask

Easy to fill through spout or lid

Residual time indicator

Drip-stop system and automatic shut-off

Soft eject lid

Soft lift mechanism

Unique swing out “serving position”

Safety locking lid

Integral rack for bread rolls

Permanent stainless steel filter

Cord storage

Unique dust cover

Stainless steel heating element

Cord storage

De-scaling programme
Cord storage

Dimensions: 277 H x 220 W x 146 D mm
2400 watts

Illuminated blue LED switches with separate
on/off button

Dimensions: 250 H x 395 W x 130 D mm
1000 watts

Dimensions: 405 H x 330 W x 282 D mm
1100 watts
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Vacuum cleaner

Vacuum cleaner

Vacuum cleaner
VSZ62545GB

Vacuum cleaner
VSZ61245GB

Siemens Z6 Power – The Ultimate Performance

Siemens Z6 Eco – The Ultimate Efﬁciency

Lacquered red and silver ﬁnish

Graphite and silver ﬁnish

2500 watt high performance motor gives the Z6 POWER
the ability to tackle the toughest tasks with ease

1200 watt motor with the same performance
as similar 2400 watt models

HEPA ﬁltration
Turbo ﬂoor brush

Energy efﬁcient compressor motor – uses 50%
less energy with no loss of performance

Mini turbo tool

HEPA ﬁltration

Additional adjustable ﬂoor tool

Turbo ﬂoor brush
Additional adjustable ﬂoor tool

3 integrated tools to make cleaning easier –
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle and dusting brush

3 integrated tools to make cleaning easier –
crevice nozzle, upholstery nozzle and dusting brush

5 litre capacity dust bags
Self sealing hygiene bags

5 litre capacity dust bags

13 metre operating radius

Self sealing hygiene bags

9.5 metre cable length

13 metre operating radius
9.5 metre cable length

Dimensions: 238 H x 307 W x 503 D mm
2500 watts
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Dimensions: 238 H x 307 W x 503 D mm
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Product advice
UK: 0844 892 8927
IRL: 1890 626 041
Northern Ireland: 00353 1 8505028
This is the number to call for all additional information
regarding Siemens appliances, including pre-sales advice
and user-related queries. Many of your questions can
be answered via the Siemens brochure or by visiting
our website.

Spare parts and accessories
UK: 0844 892 8921
IRL: 00353 1 4502655
Remember, we keep spare parts for all Siemens appliances, even discontinued
ones for at least ten years. You can either call us direct or order online.

To book an engineer
UK: 0844 892 8999
IRL: 00353 1 4502655
For Northern Ireland customer service please call 028 90777720
We currently have over 300 Service engineers, each with a fully equipped
service van to carry out home visits by appointment. We keep a ten year supply
of major components for all our appliances – because we know they last at
least that long!

Guarantee enquiries
UK: 0844 481 0370
IRL: 00353 1 2300800
Free 2 year guarantee
All Siemens appliances come
with a free 12 month guarantee.
Register your purchase and you‘ll
receive a further 12 months
guarantee – free. A full copy of our
guarantee terms and conditions is
available on request.

Contact Siemens.
Your local Siemens dealer will be pleased to provide more detailed information and
advise you on your choice of appliance. However, if you have questions or comments
about any of our appliances we would be pleased to hear from you.
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Small appliances
All small appliances come with a
free 2 year guarantee, that covers
you for manufacturing faults
or parts failure only. Should an
appliance fail within this period,
return the appliance to the point of
purchase where appropriate action
will be taken. Please keep your
proof of purchase.

Brochures
UK: 0844 892 9044
IRL: 1890 626 041
Northern Ireland:
00353 1 8505021
To receive additional Siemens
Built-in or Free-standing brochures
call our 24 hour hotline or visit
our website.

Website
www.siemensappliances.co.uk
www.siemens-appliances.ie
Our website has a wealth of useful
information on our product ranges.
It gives you all the in-depth product
details in one place so it‘s ideal for
comparing products directly.
This is also where you can register
your guarantee and browse
our online shop for spares and
accessories.

UK calls provided by a UK BT landline will be charged at up to 3 pence per minute. A Call Set-Up Fee of up
to 6 pence per call applies to calls from residential lines. Mobile and other providers’ costs may vary.
See www.bt.com/pricing for details.
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Your dealer will be able to provide you with reliable information.

Siemens Home Appliances reserves the right to change
speciﬁ cations without notice, in the interest of
technological progress.
While every effort has been made to ensure that all
speciﬁ cations and descriptions are correct at the time of
going to press this brochure should not be regarded as an
infallible guide nor as an offer of sale for a particular
product. Due to variables in the reproduction process,
colours of actual products may vary slightly from those
depicted. We recommend a visit to a Siemens dealer to
conﬁrm that speciﬁ cations and colours are to your
satisfaction.
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced in any form by any means without the prior
written permission of BSH Home Appliances Ltd.

Data correct as of April 2009.
Written and compiled by: Jane Massey.
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